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      January 29, 2020 

 

Via e-mail at shareholderproposals@sec.gov  

Securities and Exchange Commission  

Office of the Chief Counsel 

Division of Corporation Finance 

100 F Street, NE  

Washington, DC 20549 

 

Re: Request by Lear Corporation to omit proposal submitted by Sisters of the Good 

Shepherd NY Province 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Sisters of 

the Good Shepherd NY Province (the “Proponent”) submitted a shareholder 

proposal (the “Proposal”) to Lear Corporation (“Lear” or the “Company”). The 

Proposal asks Lear to publish a report with the results of a Human Rights Impact 

Assessment (“HRIA”) examining the actual and potential human rights risks of the 

Company’s high-risk business activities in its operations and supply chain. 

 

In a letter to the Division dated January 8, 2020 (the “No-Action Request”), 

Lear stated that it intends to omit the Proposal from its proxy materials to be 

distributed to shareholders in connection with the Company’s 2020 annual meeting 

of shareholders. Lear claims that it is entitled to exclude the Proposal in reliance on 

Rule 14a-8(i)(10), on the ground that the Company has substantially implemented 

the Proposal. As discussed more fully below, Lear has not met its burden of proving 

its entitlement to exclude the Proposal on that basis, and the Proponents 

respectfully request that Lear’s request for relief be denied.  

 

The Proposal 

 

The Proposal states: 

Investor Advocates 

for Social Justice 

mailto:info@iasj.org
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RESOLVED: Shareholders request that Lear Corporation (Lear) publish a 

report, with the results of a Human Rights Impact Assessment examining the 

actual and potential human rights impacts of the company’s high-risk 

business activities in its operations and value chain.  

 

 The Proponent submitted the Proposal to Lear out of concern over the human 

rights risks associated with the Company’s products, supply chain, and countries in 

which it and suppliers of goods and raw materials operate, including child and 

forced labor in the leather supply chain; poor working conditions in electronics 

manufacturing; worker exposure to toxic substances in connection with Lear’s and 

its suppliers’ operations; Lear’s enormous global sourcing and manufacturing 

network; and reports that Lear retaliated against a whistleblower at an Alabama 

facility.  

 

Substantial Implementation 

 

 Rule 14a-8(i)(10) permits exclusion of a proposal that has been “substantially 

implemented.” Substantial implementation does not require that the company have 

taken the exact measures requested in the proposal, but it does demand that the 

“essential objective” of the Proposal be satisfied. Lear argues the Proposal’s 

essential objective is “assessing and managing human rights risk in the Company’s 

internal operations and external supply chain”1 and that its existing policies and 

processes achieve that goal.  

 

 Lear’s characterization of the Proposal’s essential objective is misleadingly 

general. The Proposal does not ask Lear to take whatever steps it wishes to assess 

and mitigate human rights risk. It makes the more specific request that Lear 

perform and disclose the results of an HRIA, which “maps all of a company’s 

operations against all human rights to identify key risks and opportunities.”2 The 

UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights state that companies should 

put in place a human rights due diligence process “to identify, prevent, mitigate and 

account for how they address their impacts on human rights.”3 The HRIA sought in 

the Proposal would be the product of such a process, which would typically be 

supported by human rights expertise, assess impact severity, meaningfully involve 

stakeholders whose human rights are impacted by the company, take into account 

 
1  No-Action Request, at 6. 
2  http://www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Human_Rights_Impact_Assessments.pdf 
3  Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, “Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights,” at 15-16 (2011). 

http://www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Human_Rights_Impact_Assessments.pdf
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the needs of vulnerable groups, be as transparent as possible, and inform processes 

to provide access to remedy.4 

 

 The documents, policies and practices to which Lear points do not satisfy that 

objective. Nowhere does Lear identify specific human rights impacts stemming from 

the Company’s own operations or supply chain. Many of the documents Lear cites 

do not even refer to human rights, or contain only aspirational statements. Lear 

seems to be trying to obscure the fact that it has not conducted an HRIA, and thus 

has no disclosure relevant to the Proposal, by citing and discussing a large volume 

of irrelevant material. To be clear, the Proponent does not claim that Lear has 

taken no action related to human rights, just that the measures described in the 

No-Action Request are not germane to the Proposal. Accordingly, Lear has not 

substantially implemented it.   

 

 1.  The Proposal focuses on actual and potential adverse human rights 

impacts. Thus, any documents, disclosures or policies that do not relate to human 

rights are unresponsive to the Proposal and cannot be said to satisfy its essential 

objective. That category includes the following offered by Lear in the No-Action 

Request: 

 

• The charters of the Audit and Compensation Committees5 do not mention 

human rights as among the risks overseen by those committees. 

• In AmerisourceBergen Corp.6, the Staff rejected a similar 

argument that the company had substantially implemented a proposal 

asking for disclosure of governance measures adopted to better manage 

opioid-related risks because it had made disclosures about its general 

risk management program and it claimed that opioid-related risks 

came under that broader umbrella.  

• Lear’s description of its enterprise risk management system in its proxy 

statement7 refers generally to “strategic, operational, financial, 

compensation and compliance risks” but does not mention human rights. 

Similarly, the grant of authority over enterprise risk management in the 

Audit Committee charter8 is silent about human rights. 

• Lear’s Corporate Governance Guidelines9 do not mention human rights. 

• Lear’s “Together We Win” employee engagement program does not refer to 

human rights, contrary to Lear’s claim that it serves as a monitoring 

 
4  See 

https://www.humanrights.dk/sites/humanrights.dk/files/media/dokumenter/business/hria_toolbo

x/hria_guidance_and_toolbox_final_may22016.pdf_223795_1_1.pdf, at 23-25. 
5  See No-Action Request, at 8. 
6  AmerisourceBergen Corporation (Jan. 11, 2018). 
7  See No-Action Request, at 7-8. 
8  No-Action Request, at 8. 
9  See No-Action Request, at 11. 

https://www.humanrights.dk/sites/humanrights.dk/files/media/dokumenter/business/hria_toolbox/hria_guidance_and_toolbox_final_may22016.pdf_223795_1_1.pdf
https://www.humanrights.dk/sites/humanrights.dk/files/media/dokumenter/business/hria_toolbox/hria_guidance_and_toolbox_final_may22016.pdf_223795_1_1.pdf
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system for human rights concerns.10 Employee engagement measures the 

strength of an employee’s commitment to the employer and willingness to 

expend effort in the performance of his or her role.11 

• Lear’s Sustainability Report does not “directly address” concerns about 

working conditions in China, as Lear claims;12 the only mention of China 

involves a water recycling facility. 

• The Supplier Sustainability Policy (“SSP”)13 contains human rights-related 

standards, in some cases framed as “expectations”—applicable to Lear’s 

suppliers. Lear points out in the No-Action Request that the Proposal’s 

supporting statement refers to concerns about the use of child labor in the 

leather and electronics supply chains and the use of forced labor in the 

leather supply chain in Brazil,14 but Lear does not affirmatively state that 

these are actual or potential human rights impacts stemming from high-

risk business activities. 

• ISO 14001, a supplier certification Lear claims is relevant to the Proposal,15 

covers environmental management and not human rights. 

• Neither Lear’s supplier “scorecard,” which Lear touts as reflecting 

“performance risks,”16 nor the tools developed by the Automotive Industry 

Action Group (“AIAG”),17 captures information about human rights or even 

sustainability more generally.  

 

2. The Proposal seeks disclosure of the impacts themselves, not human rights 

policies or goals, general expectations for suppliers, the audit process, or 

participation in groups. Simply referencing “human rights,” without more, is 

insufficient. With that in mind, it is clear that the following items discussed in the 

No-Action Request do not count toward satisfaction of the Proposal’s essential 

objective: 

 

 
10  See No-Action Request, at 13-14. 
11  See Dinah Wisenberg Brin, “Technology for Employee Engagement on the Rise,” Society for 

Human Resource Management (Feb. 9, 2016) (https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-

topics/technology/Pages/Technology-for-Employee-Engagement-Rising.aspx); Aon Hewitt, “2015 

Trends in Global Employee Engagement,” at 4 (2015) (http://www.aon.com/attachments/human-

capital-consulting/2015-Trends-in-Global-Employee-Engagement-Report.pdf); Gemma 

Richardson-Smith and Walter Bappert, “Employee Engagement: A Review of Current 

Thinking,” Institute for Employment Studies, at 14 (2009). 
12  See No-Action Request, at 14. 
13  See No-Action Request, at 15. 
14  See No-Action Request, at 15-16. 
15  See No-Action Request, at 15. 
16  See No-Action Request, at 18. 
17  See No-Action Request, at 18. 

https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/technology/Pages/Technology-for-Employee-Engagement-Rising.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/technology/Pages/Technology-for-Employee-Engagement-Rising.aspx
http://www.aon.com/attachments/human-capital-consulting/2015-Trends-in-Global-Employee-Engagement-Report.pdf
http://www.aon.com/attachments/human-capital-consulting/2015-Trends-in-Global-Employee-Engagement-Report.pdf
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• The Sustainability Report18 simply references the words “human rights” 

under a social responsibility heading, with no detail provided about specific 

impacts. 

• Because the sustainability strategy does not identify human 

rights impacts, the fact that the Nominating Committee is charged in 

its charter with overseeing the sustainability strategy19 is likewise 

unresponsive to the Proposal 

• Lear’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (the “Code”)20 states that 

policies regarding “workplace human rights” are monitored and enforced by 

a Compliance Committee, but the Code does not disclose anything about 

actual or potential human rights impacts.  

• Incredibly, Lear claims that the Code’s statement that, “as an international 

company with relationships in many countries around the world, Lear is 

committed to maintaining high standards of business conduct in all regions 

in which Lear operates” directly addresses “the concern raised in the 

Proposal regarding the countries in which Lear operates.”21 However, the 

Proposal is concerned about countries only insofar as Lear deems them high-

risk and identifies human rights impacts occurring there, which the Code 

does not do. 

• Lear’s Global Labor Standards22 express a commitment to “recognizing the 

following human rights and labor principles throughout its global 

organization,” but do not identify or analyze actual or potential human 

rights impacts. 

• The one-page Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability Policy23 

commits Lear to a variety of principles; “[s]triving for the prevention of 

work-related injury and illness” is the only one that could be viewed as 

related to human rights. No information is provided about what form this 

striving might take or whether Lear considers workplace injury to be a 

salient potential or actual human rights impact. 

• IATF 16949, a quality management supplier certification, does include 

human rights criteria,24 but contains no information about Lear’s specific 

human rights impacts. 

• The fact that “[c]ompany representatives may visit supplier facilities for a 

variety of reasons” and that they “may also visit the sub-suppliers of its 

suppliers,”25 conveys no information regarding human rights impacts 

identified as a result of such visits. 

 
18  See No-Action Request, at 8. 
19  See No-Action Request, at 6. 
20  See No-Action Request, at 7. 
21  No-Action Request, at 11. 
22  See No-Action Request, at 12. 
23  See No-Action Request, at 12. 
24  See No-Action Request, at 17-18. 
25  See No-Action Request, at 18. 
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• A complaint process26 and supplier due diligence process27 are not designed 

to identify human rights impacts. 

• Lear asserts that it plans to include human rights as a risk factor in its next 

annual report. The Proponent questions whether reliance on a planned, but 

unexecuted, disclosure is appropriate in the no-action context, given that 

Lear may ultimately decide not to include the language. Even if reliance on 

planned disclosure is acceptable, however, the language is unresponsive to 

the Proposal because it is excessively vague, simply noting as a risk 

“concerns about human rights, working conditions and other labor rights 

and conditions and environmental impact in foreign countries where our 

products are produced and raw materials or components are sourced, and 

changing labor, environmental and other laws in these countries.”28 

Tortured syntax aside, that language does not serve to inform shareholders 

about any specific human rights risk, actual or potential, that Lear has 

identified in its operations or supply chain.  

 

 3. Public reporting is integral to the Proposal, so information Lear provided 

in the No-Action Request but has not publicly disclosed cannot be counted toward 

substantial implementation. Lear describes its efforts to “offer[] assistance to the 

tanneries that supply its leather business in developing risk assessments to 

evaluate the safety of their operation, including management of chemicals.” Lear 

also claims to have “supported the efforts of its Brazil-based leather suppliers to 

pursue third party verification of their traceability systems to ensure raw material 

from newly deforested areas does not enter the supply chain.”29 In our view, these 

descriptions do not identify any actual or potential human rights impacts, but even 

assuming such impacts are implied, Lear appears not to have disclosed this 

information beyond the No-Action Request.  

 

 Every document, disclosure, policy or undisclosed bit of information offered 

by Lear in the No-Action Request falls into one of the three categories discussed 

above. Analyzing Lear’s arguments in this way allows one to avoid succumbing to 

the illusion Lear promotes that irrelevant materials can achieve relevance simply 

by virtue of their quantity.  

 

 The determination in The Wendy’s Company,30 on which Lear relies, is easily 

distinguishable despite the fact that it also addressed substantial implementation of 

a human rights-related proposal. The proposal submitted to Wendy’s sought 

disclosure regarding the company’s existing human rights due diligence process, 

whereas the Proposal affirmatively asks Lear to conduct an HRIA and disclose the 

 
26  See No-Action Request, at 12-13. 
27  See No-Action Request, at 17. 
28  No-Action Request, at 10. 
29  See No-Action Request, at 19. 
30  The Wendy’s Company (Apr. 10, 2019). 
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key findings to investors. Put another way, the Wendy’s proposal was exclusively 

process-oriented, while the Proposal asks Lear to take specific substantive steps.  

 

 This difference is material: Wendy’s could substantially implement the 

proposal it received simply by publicly disclosing enough information about its 

existing practices, however inadequate they were. The proponents in Wendy’s 

unsuccessfully argued that the company’s disclosures related to the much more 

limited process of first-tier supplier auditing, not a human rights due diligence 

process. Because the Wendy’s proposal only sought disclosure, the basis for the 

determination allowing exclusion was not, as Lear claims, that the company “had 

existing policies and enterprise risk management in place,”31 but the fact that its 

existing policies and systems were publicly disclosed.  

 

Lear has not conducted an HRIA or disclosed any specific human rights 

impacts from its business, and thus has not satisfied the Proposal’s essential 

objective. Accordingly, Lear has not satisfied its burden of showing that it is entitled 

to omit the Proposal in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(10). The Proponent thus 

respectfully requests that Lear’s request for relief be denied.   

The Proponent appreciates the opportunity to be of assistance in this matter. 

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (973) 

509-8800.  

 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

 

 

      Mary Beth Gallagher 

      Investor Advocates for Social Justice 

      On behalf of Sisters of the Good Shepherd  

       NY Province 

       

     

        

cc: Bruce A. Toth 

 Winston & Strawn, LLP 

 BToth@winston.com 

 
31  No-Action Request, at 4. 

mailto:BToth@winston.com


*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16

January 8, 2020 

VIA E-MAIL (shareholderproposals@$ec.gov) 

Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Re: Lear Corporation 
Shareholder Proposal of Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange 
Act"), our client, Lear Corporation, a Delaware corporation (the "Company" or "Lear"), hereby requests 
confirmation that the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (the "Commission") will not recommend any enforcement action to the 
Commission if the Company omits from its-proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2020 Annual Meeting 
of Stockholders (collectively, the "2020 Proxy Materials") the shareholder proposal entitled "Human 
Rights Impact Assessment-Lear Corporation - 2020" (the "Proposal") and the statement in support 
thereof (the "Supporting Statement") submitted by Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province (the 
"Proponent"), which are further described herein. 

In accordance with Rule 14a-8G) of the Exchange Act, this letter is being submitted to the 
Commission no later than eighty calendar days before the Company intends to file the definitive 2020 Proxy 
Materials with the Commission. Also, in accordance with Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (November 7, 2008) 
("SLB No. 14D"), we are submitting this letter to the Commission via e-mail to 
shareholderproposals@,,sec.gov. Pursuant to the guidance provided in Section F of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 
14F (October 18, 2011), we ask, that, if the Staff responds to this request for no-action relief in writing, the 
Staff provide its response to the undersigned via e-mail at the address noted in the last paragraph of this 
letter. 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G), we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and the attachments 
hereto to the Proponent. Rule 14a-8(k) of the Exchange Act and SLB No. 14D provide that shareholder 
proponents are required to send companies a copy of any correspondence that such proponent elects to 
submit to the Commission or the Staff. Accordingly, we hereby inform the Proponent that, if the Proponent 
elects to submit additional correspondence to the Commission or the Staff relating to the Proposal, the 
Proponent should concurrently furnish a copy of such correspondence to the undersigned on behalf of the 
Company. 

THE PROPOSAL 

The Proposal presents the following resolution: 

Resolved: Shareholders request that Lear Corporation (Lear) publish a report, at 
reasonable cost and omitting proprietary information, with the results of a Human Rights 
Impact Assessment examining the actual and potential human rights impacts of the 
company's high-risk business activities in its operations and value chain. 
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Copies of the Proposal and the Supporting Statement, together with the Company's correspondence 
with the Proponent relating to the Proposal, are attached hereto as Exhibit A, pursuant to Staff Legal 
Bulletin No. 14C (June 28, 2005) ("SLB No. 14C"). 

BACKGROUND OF THE COMPANY 

Lear supplies seating, electrical distribution systems and electronic modules, as well as related sub
systems, components and software, to all of the world's major automotive manufacturers. It employs over 
160,000 workers at more than 250 manufacturing, engineering and administrative locations in 39 countries. 

The Company serves the worldwide automotive and light truck market with content on more than 
400 vehicle nameplates and had revenue of $21.1 billion in 2018. Its business is organized under two 
reporting segments: Seating and E-Systems. Each of these segments has a varied product and technology 
range across a number of component categories: 

• Seating - The Company's Seating segment consists of the design, development, engineering, just
in-time assembly and delivery of complete seat systems, as well as the design, development, 
engineering and manufacture of all major seat components, including seat covers and surface 
materials such as leather and fabric, seat structures and mechanisms, seat foam and headrests. 

• E-Systems - The Company's E-Systems segment consists of the design, development, engineering 
and manufacture of complete electrical distribution systems, as well as sophisticated electronic 
control modules, electrification products and connectivity products. Electrical distribution systems 
route networks and electrical signals and manage electrical power within the vehicle. Electronic 
control modules facilitate signal, data and power management within the vehicle and include the 
associated software required to facilitate these functions. Electrification products include charging 
systems, battery electronics and other power management modules, including converter and 
inverter systems. Connectivity products include gateway modules, connected gateways and 
independent communication modules to manage both wired and wireless networks and data in 
vehicles. In addition to fully functional electronic modules, the Company offers software that 
includes cybersecurity, EXO™ advanced vehicle positioning for automated and autonomous 
driving applications, roadside modules that communicate real-time traffic information and full 
capabilities in both dedicated short-range communication and cellular protocols for vehicle 
connectivity. 

While continuing to innovate, drive profitable growth and deliver superior returns to its 
shareholders are at the core of Lear's strategic priorities, the Company also takes seriously its 
environmental, social and governance responsibilities. As Ray Scott, Lear's Chief Executive Officer, has 
stated, "[B]usinesses not only have a responsibility to earn profits, but to support the people who are part 
of our human family as well as the planet we all share ... Overall, our purpose as a company is not only to 
strive for innovation in our products, but to be good corporate stewards of the earth while giving back to 
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humanity."1 Furthermore, Lear expects its more than 3,000 suppliers of goods and services to share its 
commitment to corporate responsibility and ethical conduct.2 

In line with this, the Company's definitive proxy statement for the 2019 annual meeting of 
stockholders (the "2019 Proxy Statement"), as filed with the Commission on March 28, 2019, sets forth 
the Company's strategy for corporate social responsibility, including with respect to human rights.3 The 
2019 Proxy Statement notes that the Company's strategy involves three pillars of sustainability: social 
responsibility, economic prosperity and environmental stewardship.4 The Company also publishes a 
comprehensive sustainability report annually, which is referenced in the 2019 Proxy Statement. The 
Company's most recent sustainability report, published in September 2019 (the "2019 Sustainability 
Report"), details the Company's commitment to human rights, its employees and the environment. 
Specifically, Lear is committed to protecting human rights in the communities in which it does business 
and within its global supply chain.5 The 2019 Sustainability Report is attached hereto as Exhibit B. The 
Company upholds the highest standards of ethical behavior and requires compliance with all legal 
requirements.6 Additionally, the Company respects and supports the United Nations Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, including the right to: diversity, equal opportunity and respect for employees, contractors 
and supply chain partners; dignity and social protection; free choice of employment; adequate standard of 
living; sufficient and healthy food and water; peaceful assembly; rest and leisure; and protection from 
exploitation, violence arid abuse.7 Finally, the Company also recognizes the United Nations Global Goals 
for Sustainable Development, which are made up of l7 goals that provide a "shared blueprint for peace and 
prosperity for people and the planet, now and in the future."8 

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION OF THE PROPOSAL 

For the reasons discussed herein, we hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in the 
Company's view that the Proposal may be properly excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials pursuant to 
Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of the Exchange Act ("Rule 14a-8(i)(10)") because the Company has already 
substantially implemented the Proposal. 

1 See https:/ /lear.com/Site/ESG/welcome.as12x. 
2 See 2019 Sustainability Report at 11. The 2019 Sustainability Report is publicly available at 
https://lear.com/user area/content media/raw/LearSustainabilityReport.pdf. 
3 See 2019 Proxy Statement at 19. The 2019 Proxy Statement is publicly available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/842162/000119312519090513/d705991 ddefl 4a.htm and 
http://ir.lear.com/static-files/607dfaf9-c2c0-474e-a3ab-6e6864be92f9. 
4 Id. 
5 2019 Sustainability Report at 44. 
6 Id. 
7 Id 
8 Id. at 41. 
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ANALYSIS 

I. The Proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because the Company has already 
substantially implemented the Proposal. 

A. Background 

Rule 14a-8(i)(l0) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposal from its proxy materials 
"[i]f the company has already substantially implemented the proposal." In 1976, the Commission stated 
that the predecessor to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) was "designed to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to 
consider matters which already have been favorably acted upon by the management." See Proposed 
Amendments to Rule 14a-8 Under the Securities Act of 1934 Relating to Proposals by Security Holders, 
Exchange Act Release No. 34-12598 (July 7, 1976) (the "1976 Release"). Originally, the Staff narrowly 
interpreted this predecessor rule and granted no-action relief only when a proposal was "'fully' effected" 
by the company. See Proposed Amendments to Rule 14a-8 Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
Relating to Proposals by Security Holders, Exchange Act Release No. 34-19135 (Oct. 14, 1982). By 1983, 
the Commission recognized that the "previous formalistic application of [the Rule] defeated its purpose" 
because proponents were successfully convincing the Staff to deny no-action relief by submitting proposals 
that differed from existing company policy by only a few words. See Amendments to Rule 14a-8 Under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Related to Proposals by Security Holders, Exchange Act Release No. 34-
20091 (Aug. 16, 1983) (the "1983 Release"). The Commission subsequently adopted this revised 
interpretation of the rule to permit the omission of proposals that have been "substantially implemented." 
Id. The 1998 amendments to Rule 14a-8 of the Exchange Act codified this position. See Amendments to 
Rules on Shareholder Proposals, Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018 (May 21, 1998) (the "1998 
Release"). 

When a company has demonstrated that it has already taken actions to address the underlying 
concerns and essential objectives of a shareholder proposal, the Staff has concurred that the proposal has 
been "substantially implemented" and may be excluded as moot. See the 1983 Release. In 1998, the 
Commission reiterated that "substantial" implementation under the rule does not require the company to 
implement a shareholder proposal fully or exactly as presented or preferred by the proponent. See the 1998 
Release. The Staff has noted that "a determination that the [ c ]ompany has substantially implemented the 
proposal depends upon whether [the company's] particular policies, practices and procedures compare 
favorably with the guidelines of the proposal." See Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991). 

Accordingly, the Staff has permitted differences between a company's actions and a shareholder 
proposal when the company's actions satisfactorily address the proposal's essential objectives, even when 
the company did not take the exact action requested by the proponent or did not implement the proposal in 
every detail; the Staff has indicated that a company may exercise discretion in determining how to 
implement the proposal. See Wendy's Co. (April 10, 2019) (concurring with the exclusion of a proposal 
requesting a report describing the company's process for identifying and analyzing potential and actual 
human rights risks of operations and supply chain because the company had existing policies and enterprise 
risk management in place to manage the proposal matters); Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. (Nov. 13, 2018) 
(concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report describing the company's implementation 
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plans ensuring its policies and practices advance and do not undermine sustainable development goals 
because the company's corporate social responsibility report addressed its efforts to contribute to such 
goals); Apple, Inc. (Dec. 11, 2014) ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting the establishment 
of a public policy committee to oversee various governance and policy issues because the company had 
existing systems and controls, including multiple board committees, to oversee the proposal matters); 
Entergy Corp. (Feb. 14, 2014) ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report "on policies the 
company could adopt to take additional near-term actions to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions," despite 
that the company's existing related disclosures and report did not address the ability to make such 
reductions, because the company already provided environmental sustainability disclosures on its website 
and in a separate report); Walgreen Co. (Sept. 26, 2013) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting 
elimination of supermajority voting requirements in the company's governing documents where the 
company had eliminated all but one supermajority voting requirement); Duke Energy Corporation (Feb. 
21, 2012) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting the company to assess potential actions to 
reduce certain greenhouse gas and other emissions because the requested information was available in the 
company's Annual Report on Form 10-K and annual sustainability report); and Exelon Corp. (Feb. 26, 
20 I 0) ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report on certain aspects of the company's 
political contributions because the company already adopted corporate political contribution guidelines and 
issued a related report that, together, provided "an up-to-date view of the [c]ompany's policies and 
procedures with regard to political contributions" addressing the proposal's essential objective). See also 
International Business Machines (Jan. 4, 2010) ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting periodic 
reports of the Company's "Smarter Planet" initiative because the company already reported on certain of 
those matters through the company's related web portal, investor website, employment websites, social 
media and other outlets); The Dow Chemical Co. (Mar. 5, 2008) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal 
requesting a report discussing how the company's efforts to ameliorate climate change have affected the 
global climate because the company already made statements about its efforts related to climate change in 
various corporate documents and disclosures); Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 17, 2006) ( concurring with 
exclusion of a proposal requesting verification of employment legitimacy because the company and its 
domestic subsidiaries were already required by law to verify employment legitimacy and immediately 
terminate violators, and the company had taken appropriate actions with respect to the termination of 
ineligible employees); and Ta/bots Inc. (April 5, 2002) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting 
implementation of a code of corporate conduct based on United Nations International Labor Organization 
standards because the company already established its own business practice standards). 

Moreover, the remedy requested by the Proponent does not have to mirror the company's 
implementation. For example, the Staff has taken the position that a shareholder proposal requesting that a 
company's board of directors prepare a report on a particular corporate initiative may be excluded when 
the company has published information about that initiative on its website. See, e.g., Mondalez 
International, Inc. (Mar. 7, 2014) (concurring that a proposal urging the board of directors to prepare a 
report on the company's process for identifying and analyzing potential and actual human rights risks in its 
operations and supply chain was substantially implemented through the publishing ofrelevant information 
on the company's website); and The Gap, Inc. (Mar. 16, 2001) (concurring that a proposal requesting that 
the board of directors prepare a report on child labor practices of company suppliers was substantially 
implemented when the company published information on its website with respect to the company's vendor 
code and monitoring programs). ·see also, e.g., Aetna Inc. (Mar. 27, 2009) (concurring that a proposal 
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requesting a report describing the company's policy responses to concerns regarding gender and insurance 
was substantially implemented when the company published a paper addressing such issues). 

B. Application of Commission and Staff Precedent to the Proposal 

In the Supporting Statement, the Proponent discusses its rationale for submitting the Proposal, 
citing the essential objectives of assessing and managing human rights risks in the Company's internal 
operations and external supply chain. As illustrated below, the Company has substantially implemented the 
Proposal because: 

1. The Company assesses human rights considerations comprehensively through its sustainability 
strategy and enterprise risk management process and communicates the results and plans for 
mitigation of related risks through its policies and publicly available reports; 

2. The Company's existing policies and processes achieve the Proposal's essential objective of 
risk assessment, mitigation and disclosure with respect to the Company's internal operations; 
and 

3. The Company's existing policies and processes related to its suppliers achieve the Proposal's 
essential objective of risk assessment, mitigation and disclosure with respect to the Company's 
external supply chain, 

each as discussed more fully below. 

1. The Company assesses human rights considerations comprehensively through its 
sustainability strategy and enterprise risk management process and communicates the 
results and plans for mitigation of related risks through its policies and publicly available 
reports. 

a. The Company has a strategy for sustainability, including human rights 
considerations, that is reviewed by its executive leadership and Board of 
Directors. 

As noted above, the Company's strategy for corporate social responsibility is based upon three 
pillars of sustainability, consisting of social responsibility, economic prosperity and environmental 
stewardship. The social responsibility pillar focuses on support for, among other things, "People, Diversity 
& Human Rights" as well as "Animal Welfare."9 This focus applies not only to the Company's employees, 
but also to its supply chain and the broader community. 10 

Lear's sustainability strategy is developed and managed by a cross-functional group of senior 
Company leaders that serve on an Executive Steering Committee. 11 It is then reviewed and refined by Lear's 
CEO and ultimately overseen by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee (the "Nominating 
Committee") of the Board of Directors of the Company (the "Board"). Specifically, the Charter of the 
Nominating Committee assigns to the Committee responsibility for "overseeing, periodically reviewing 

9 Id at 8. 
10 Id 
11 Id at 9. 
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and making recommendations to, as necessary, the Company's sustainability (including as it pertains to 
environmental and corporate social responsibility matters) strategy, policies and procedures and reporting 
to the Board, together with appropriate members of the Company's management, not less than annually 
with respect thereto."12 

.Lear's sustainability strategy is also informed by its participation in numerous industry associations 
dealing with corporate social responsibility and human rights.13 For example, Lear is a member of the 
Corporate Responsibility Committee of the Automotive Industry Action Group. Through its participation, 
Lear assists in the development of best practices and strategies to address human rights concerns within the 
automotive industry while learning how others in the industry are addressing their own human rights 
challenges. 

b. The Company bas a robust enterprise risk management process that 
considers risks related to human rights. 

The Company's enterprise risk management processes include the identification, assessment and 
supervision of risks associated with its business. This includes risks involving noncompliance of laws, 
regulations and Company policies, including those set forth in the Company's Code of Business Conduct 
and Ethics (the "Code of Conduct"), 14 which is attached hereto as Exhibit C. The Company's enterprise 
risk management activities are detailed in the 2019 Proxy Statement, which highlights the oversight role of 
the Board in risk management, including the Board's delegation of oversight for specific risks to certain 
Board committees:15 

The Company's management continually monitors the material risks facing the Company. Our 
enterprise risk management process is designed to facilitate the identification, assessment and 
management of certain key risks the Company may encounter and which may impact our ability to 
achieve our strategic objectives. The enterprise risk management process supplements 
management's ongoing responsibilities to monitor and address risks by working with risk owners 
to identify the key mitigating actions for certain risks, which then are discussed with senior 
management. 

The Board, with the assistance of the Board committees, is responsible for overseeing such 
management actions to ensure that material risks affecting the Company are identified and managed 
appropriately. The Board and the Board committees oversee risks associated with their principal 
areas of focus, as summarized below: 

Board 

12 The Charter of the Nominating Committee of the Board of Directors is publicly available at http://ir.lear.com/static
files/9dffldel-b2b9-402e-8e0l-6f60868d488d. See page 3. 
13 2019 Sustainability Report at Page 12. 
14 The Code of Conduct is publicly available at http://ir.lear.com/static-files/7228f685-6f88-41c3-94d4-
753ca6d888a2. · 
15 2019 Proxy Statement at 18. 
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• Carefully evaluates the reports received from management and makes inquiries of 
management on areas of particular interest to the Board 

• Reviews with management material strategic, operational, financial, compensation and 
compliance risks 

• Considers specific risk topics in connection with strategic planning and other matters 

• Oversees risk oversight and related activities conducted by the Board committees through 
reports of the committee chairmen to the Board 

As part of the Board's risk oversight function, the Board delegates to certain Board committees the 
authority to oversee specific risks as such risks relate to the scope of the respective committee's 
responsibilities and expertise. Specifically, as discussed in the 2019 Proxy Statement: 

• Audit Committee. The Board has delegated to its Audit Committee (the "Audit Committee") the 
authority to oversee the risk management process and compliance risks, including those related to 
the Proposal. As more fully described in its charter16 and as disclosed in the 2019 Proxy Statement, 
the Audit Committee, consisting of independent directors, "shall review the Company's 
compliance and ethics program and review with management the results of the Company's 
monitoring of compliance with the Company's Code of Business Conduct and Ethics" and "shall 
ensure that the Company has an internal audit function to provide management and the Committee 
with ongoing assessments of the Company's risk management process and system of internal 
control."17 In fulfilling this function, the Audit Committee "discusses with management the 
Company's process for assessing and managing risks, including the Company's major risk 
exposures related to tax matters, financial instruments, litigation and information security 
(including cybersecurity) and the steps necessary to monitor and control such exposures" and 
"meets periodically with senior management, [the Company's] vice president of internal audit, [the 
Company's] chief compliance officer and [its] independent auditor."18 Additionally, management 
periodically provides reports to the Audit Committee on the risks addressed in the enterprise risk 
management process and other risks.19 

These responsibilities provide the Audit Committee with an enterprise-wide perspective on the 
Company's risks. The Audit Committee reports to the Board regarding any identified risks, with a 
focus on the most significant risks confronting the Company, including strategic, operational, 
financial and legal and compliance risks. In particular, the Audit Committee is responsible for the 
oversight and periodic review of the Company's enterprise risk management activities and policies 
that are designed to ensure compliance with the Code of Conduct and other Company ethical 
standards and applicable laws and regulations, and the Audit Committee then reports its findings 
to the Board. 

16 The Charter of the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors (the "Audit Committee Charter") is publicly 
available at http://ir.lear.com/static-fi1es/38d711 b2-9cd8-4e58-8fe9-fl 65 5 84e2551. 
17 Audit Committee Charter at 5. 
18 2019 Proxy Statement at 18. 
19 Id. 
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• Compensation Committee. On behalf of the Board, the Compensation Committee of the Board 
conducts an annual review of compensation-related risk to ensure that the Company's 
compensation policies and practices for its employees do not create risks that are reasonably likely 
to have a material adverse effect on the Company. 20 

• Nominating Committee. The Nominating Committee oversees risks associated with the Company's 
governance structure and processes. Additionally and as noted above, arising out of the Company's 
robust risk management process, the Board delegates to the Nominating Committee the 
responsibility to "[oversee], periodically [review] and [make] recommendations to, as necessary, 
the Company's sustainability (including as it pertains to environmental and corporate social 
responsibility matters) strategy, policies and procedures and reporting to the Board, together with 
appropriate members of the Company's management, not less than annually with respect thereto."21 

These corporate social responsibility initiatives include issues directly related to human rights. 

Among the many risks considered as part of the enterprise risk management process are those 
related to human rights. As noted in the Supporting Statement, "Lear may face legal, reputational, 
competitive and financial risks if the company fails to effectively assess and manage its human rights risks." 
The Company agrees with this statement and, through its enterprise risk management process, carefully 
considers such risks. To make this clear, the Company intends to supplement its existing international 
operations risk factor disclosure in its upcoming Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 
31, 2019 to add the language italicized below: 

w Id. 

Our substantial international operations make us vulnerable to risks associated with doing 
business in foreign countries. 

As a result of our global presence, a significant portion of our revenues and expenses are 
denominated in currencies other than the U.S. dollar. We have substantial manufacturing and 
distribution facilities in many foreign countries, including Mexico and countries in Africa, Asia, 
Central and South America and Europe. International operations are subject to certain risks inherent 
in doing business abroad, including: 

• exposure to local economic conditions; 

• political, economic and civil instability and uncertainty (including acts of terrorism, civil 
unrest, drug-cartel related and other forms of violence and outbreaks of war); 

• labor unrest; 

• expropriation and nationalization; 

• currency exchange rate fluctuations, currency controls and the ability to economically 
hedge currencies; 

21 See Charter of the Nominating Committee at page 3. 
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• withholding and other taxes on remittances and other payments by subsidiaries; 

• investment restrictions or requirements; 

• repatriation restrictions or requirements; 

• export and import restrictions and increases in duties and tariffs; 

• concerns about human rights, working conditions and other labor rights and conditions 
and environmental impact in foreign countries where our products are produced and raw 
materials or components are sourced, and changing labor, environmental and other laws 
in these countries; 

• increases in working capital requirements related to long supply chains; and 

• global sovereign fiscal matters and creditworthiness, including potential defaults and the 
related impacts on economic activity, including the possible effects on credit markets, 
currency values, monetary unions, international treaties and fiscal policies. 

Expanding our sales and operations in Asia and our manufacturing operations in lower-cost regions 
are important elements of our strategy. As a result, our exposure to the risks described above is 
substantial. The likelihood of such occurrences and their potential effect on us vary from country 
to country and are unpredictable. However, any such occurrences could adversely affect our 
financial condition, operating results and cash flows. 

Thus, while the Supporting Statement contends that the Company's "existing policies and 
disclosures do not demonstrate to investors that the company has meaningful processes in place to assess 
and mitigate human rights impacts" and that "Lear's existing disclosures prevent investors from assessing 
... the effectiveness of current human rights due diligence processes," this is simply not the case. The 
Company, in fact, has a robust system in place that is described in its publicly available disclosures that 
includes the involvement of senior management and its Board of Directors to identify, consider and address 
human rights risks. These processes include not only the development and implementation of its 
sustainability strategy to support the Company's commitment to human rights, but also the consideration 
of human rights risks as part of its enterprise risk management process.· 

c. The results of the Company's assessment of its human rights risks and plans 
for mitigation are disclosed in the policies it promulgates and reports it makes 
publicly available. 

Once human rights (and other) risks, are identified as part of the sustainability strategy development 
and enterprise risk management process, the Company identifies and addresses these risks through the 
adoption of publicly available policies and procedures and the publication of its annual sustainability report. 
Contrary to the Supporting Statement's assertion that "Lear does not disclose the salient human rights risks 
in its operations and value chain," as discussed below, the topics and issues covered by the policies and the 
sustainability report identify the risks that the Company believes to be the most important with regard to its 
internal operations and external supply chain, including those related to human rights. While the Proposal 
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recommends that the Company "publish a report ... with the results of a Human Rights Impact Assessment 
examining actual and potential human rights impacts of the company's high-risk business activities in its 
operations and value chain," the Company's publicly available policies and sustainability report already 
achieve this objective. Effectively, they function as a roadmap for investors and stakeholders as to the 
human rights risks that the Company believes are the most critical and its efforts to deal with them. 

2. The Company's policies and processes achieve the Proposal's essential objective of risk 
assessment, mitigation and disclosure related to the Company's internal operations. 

The Company has adopted numerous publicly available policies to address human rights risks in 
its internal operations and promote strong corporate governance. The Board, in its fiduciary capacity, has 
determined that these policies adequately address risks based on the Company's comprehensive enterprise 
risk management process, as discussed above. Key Lear policies that are publicly available pertain to 
governance and human rights and address specific concerns raised in the Proposal include the following. 

• Corporate Governance Guidelines. The Company's Corporate Governance Guidelines (the 
"Governance Guidelines") set forth the fundamental requirements and framework for the 
Company's Board and management with respect to corporate governance matters, including 
oversight of the operations of the Company and the Code of Conduct.22 

• Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. The Code of Conduct has been approved by the Board and 
is "the foundation of [ the Company's] commitment to act with integrity and in compliance with the 
laws and regulations that apply to [its] worldwide operations."23 The Code of Conduct states that 
"[as] an international company with relationships in many countries around the world, Lear is 
committed to maintaining high standards of business conduct in all regions in which Lear operates." 
This statement directly addresses the concern raised in the proposal regarding the countries in 
which Lear operates. The high standards of conduct demanded by the Company apply in every 
country in which it operates. 

The Code of Conduct addresses, among other matters (including those stated in the 2019 Proxy 
Statement), director and employee responsibility, reporting complaints, compliance with laws and 
regulations, anti-retaliation, environmental health and safety, sustainability, diversity, equal 
opportunity and respect, and compliance with the Code of Conduct.24 Under the compliance with 
laws umbrella, the Code of Conduct requires compliance with laws and regulations, which include, 
without limitation, regulations related to labor conditions, such as wage and hours laws (e.g., 
minimum wage, overtime, maximum hours, rest periods), and freedom of association and collective 
bargaining laws. The Code of Conduct also states that the Company "strives to provide each 
[e]mployee with a safe and healthful work environment" by, among other things, requiring 
employees to follow health and safety rules and practices and prohibiting violence in the 
workplace.25 See "Global Labor Standards" and "Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability 
Policy" below for additional information. 

22 The Governance Guidelines are publicly available at http://ir.lear.com/static-files/82ab750a-ff0a-4b2a-a3c7-
850bf133c7e2. 
23 Code of Conduct at 4. 
24 Id at 5, 6, 13, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 
25 /dat17. 
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The Code of Conduct applies to all employees, officers, directors and agents of the Company or its 
subsidiaries and/or controlled affiliates and any other person acting on behalf of those companies.26 

The Company "monitors and enforces the [ Code of Conduct] and other policies affecting workplace 
human rights through a compliance program that includes oversight by a Compliance Committee 
that reports directly to the Company's Audit Committee of the Board of Directors. "27 The Company 
also regularly assesses the effectiveness of its compliance programs. 28 

• Global Labor Standards. The Company has adopted Global Labor Standards (the "Labor 
Standards") attached hereto as Exhibit D, which prohibit the Company from "using any type of 
forced labor or child labor or engaging in abusive or corrupt business practices."29 30 In accordance 
with the guidelines set forth in the Labor Standards, the Company "provide[ s] and maintain[ s] for 
all employees a safe and healthy working environment which meets or exceeds applicable local 
standards for occupational safety and health (emphasis added)."31 These standards protect against 
the very concerns raised by the Supporting Statement that ''the labor-intensive assembly of E
Systems products takes place in countries with low wages and risks of poor working conditions" 
and that the Company "has many facilities in China, where forced labor and child labor risks are 
present in electronics manufacturing." See "Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability 
Policy" below for additional information. 

• Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability Policy. The Company's Environmental, Health, 
Safety and Sustainability Policy (the "EHS Policy") sets forth the Company's commitment to 
"environmental protection, employee health and safety, compliance with legal requirements and 
other obligations, pollution prevention, efficient use of energy, water and other natural resources, 
and reducing the environmental impact of our products and supply chain."32 The EHS Policy further 
states that, among other things, ''the foundation for achieving our commitment is based on: 
integrating environmental, health, safety and sustainability elements into overall business strategy 
and supply chain management" and "striving for the prevention of pollution and work-related injury 
and illness by maintaining environmental, health and safety (EHS) management as core values."33 

To facilitate adherence to the Code of Conduct and Company policies and to monitor, identify and 
address areas of non-compliance, the Company maintains a complaint reporting process that is an integral 
component of the Company's overall enterprise risk management and allows employees and supplier 
partners to make anonymous reports regarding violations of the Code of Conduct or other Company policies 

26 Id at 4. 
27 Id. at 19. 
2s Id. 
29 Id. at 18. 
30 The Labor Standards are publicly available at 
https://www.lear.com/user area/content media/raw/LearGloba!LaborStandards.pdf. 
31 Labor Standards at 1. 
32 The EHS Policy is publicly available at 
https://www.lear.com/user area/content media/raw/Environmenta!HealthSafetyandSustainabilityPolicy Final72919 
.pdf. 
33 EHS Policy at 1. 
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in their local languages.34 This process enables such parties to raise or inquire about any issue concerning 
the Company's business, operations or supply chain. Under the Code of Conduct, the Company prohibits 
workplace retaliation and provides employees with the opportunity to speak with their leadership without 
fear or concern of retaliation when asking questions or raising concerns. 35 Furthermore, any individual who 
"violate[s] the standards of the Code [of Conduct] [is] subject to disciplinary action up to and including 
dismissal. "36 

The Code of Conduct plainly provides various avenues through which complaints may be made, 
including:37 

• Compliance and Ethics Line - Reports can be made anonymously, toll-free, in [one's] local 
language 

• Online Lear Complaint Web Form - Reports can be made anonymously, online, in [one's] local 
language 

• Mailing - details to the Chief Compliance Officer at Lear Corporation, 21557 Telegraph Rd, 
Southfield, MI 48033 

• Email - Lear Compliance at Compliance@lear.com 

• Calling-Lear's Chief Compliance Officer or General Counsel at 248-447-1500 

The Company also strives to address human rights risks within its workforce through numerous 
initiatives designed to measure and improve employee satisfaction and engagement, which are published 
in its 2019 Sustainability Report.38 The Company describes these efforts as building a "Together We Win" 
culture, which involves a global employee engagement program focused on driving cultural change in the 
Company's operations around four key elements: (1) leadership, (2) work environment, (3) employee 
involvement, and ( 4) teaming. 39 Together We Win "unites 161,000 employees across the globe in achieving 
excellence based on key operations and employee engagement metrics such as quality, employee 
absenteeism, health and safety performance and operational efficiency."40 As part of this initiative, the 
Company utilizes a robust and ongoing survey process to assess employee engagement, which since its 
inception in 2018, has obtained feedback from more than 94,000 Lear employees in 139 locations in 20 
countries.41 The survey evaluates relationships between employees and leadership, employee recognition, 
retention, health and safety, motivation and respect in the workplace.42 This survey is evidence of the 

34 Code of Conduct at 6; 2019 Sustainability Report at 44. 
35 Code of Conduct 6. 
36 Id at 13. 
31 Id 

.3s 2019 Sustainability Report at 53-61. 
39 Id at 54. 
4-0 Id 
41Id 
42Id 
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Company's efforts to monitor · in its internal operations the human rights concerns discussed in the 
Supporting Statement involving "poor working conditions." 

In addition, the Company demonstrates that it "values [its] team members and strive[s] to create a 
supportive culture for them and their families" by offering a variety of benefits, which vary by location 
depending on what makes sense culturally and competitively, and include maternal and paternal leave, 
flexible operating hours, 16 to 18 paid holidays per year and paid vacation. 43 As a testament to Lear's focus 
on promoting positive working conditions, Lear Thailand received its third consecutive labor relations 
award for its Korat plant where it received the national-level Excellent Establishment ori Labor Relations 
and Welfare 2018 Award from Thailand's Department of Labor Protection and Welfare.44 The award is 
presented to companies with excellent practices in labor relations and welfare that promote value and 
quality in working lives.45 Additionally, Lear Poland was certified as a top employer, as recognized by the 
Top Employers Institute, an international institution that comprehensively analyzes an employer's human 
resources environment.46 

Finally, the 2019 Sustainability Report directly addresses the human rights concerns raised by the 
Supporting Statement with respect to the Company's internal operations, particularly with respect to 
working conditions in China and labor issues, by reinforcing the Company's policies and commitments to 
(1) not use child labor or forced labor, (2) provide a harassment-free workplace, (3) not interfere with 
employees' rightto freedom of association,47 ( 4) foster diversity and inclusion and (5) promote leadership.48 

3. The Company's existing policies and processes related to its suppliers achieve the 
Proposal's essential objective of risk assessment, mitigation and disclosure with respect 
to the CQmpany's external supply chain. 

a. The policies that the Company requires its suppliers to adhere to identify and 
address all the human rights concerns set forth in the Proposal and 
Supporting Statement regarding the Company's external supply chain. 

Over 3,000 suppliers provide goods and services directly to the Company. Each of these suppliers 
has its own supply chain, in most cases involving numerous sub-suppliers. Consequently, Lear's direct and 
indirect supply chain consist of thousands upon thousands of companies. One of Lear's core competencies 
is managing this complex supply chain to ensure that it receives products that are of the highest quality in 
line with the expectations of the automotive industry. Managing this complexity is only possible through 
the promulgation of clear policies and standards that companies must meet to supply Lear. 

43 Id at 57. 
44 Id. 
45 Idat 56. 
46 Id 
47 Note: The Supporting Statement asserts that the Company "fired a whistl~blower and threatened and harassed 
employees at its Selma, AL plant who spoke to federal investigators about health and safety." This is not true. No 
employees were terminated for raising concerns with federal investigators and testing at the facility demonstrated that 
there were no health and safety concerns. Lear has a long history of positive labor relations. For example, in the United 
States, most of Lear's manufacturing plants are unionized. Lear respects the rights of all employees to join or not to 
join a union. 
48 2019 Sustainability Report at 56 and 58-62. 
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The Company's comprehensive Global Requirements Manual for Suppliers (the "Supplier 
Policy"), which applies to all Company-approved production parts and material suppliers globally, sets 
forth specific expectations and requirements that the Company insists upon from its suppliers. 49 50 The 
publicly available Supplier Policy provides transparency to the requirements that are contractually imposed 
on its suppliers. It covers a number of areas including quality, packaging and logistics requirements, product 
traceability and supplier sustainability. 

With respect to human rights, as noted previously, the Company demands that its suppliers take 
human rights seriously. To this end, the Supplier Policy includes within it a Supplier Sustainability Policy 
that specifically identifies and addresses various human rights principles and risks, including those 
referenced in the Supporting Statement. 51 The Supplier Sustainability Policy is attached hereto as Exhibit 
,E.52 The following is a representative sample of the topics addressed in the Supplier Sustainability Policy, 
which are designed to address and mitigate the human rights risks specifically raised by the Supporting 
Statement, where applicable. 

• Human Rights. All suppliers are required to comply with local laws governing the employment 
relationship. 

• Child Labor. The Company's suppliers will not use child labor. The term child refers to children 
under the legal age. for employment in any location. Note that the Supporting Statement includes 
concerns about the use of child labor in both the leather and electronics supply chains. 

• Forced Labor, Human Trafficking. The Company's suppliers will not use forced or involuntary 
labor of any kind or tolerate physically abusive disciplinary practices. Note that the Supporting 
Statement includes a concern about the use of forced labor in the leather supply chain in Brazil. 

• Wages and Hours, Working Conditions. Suppliers must comply with applicable wage and hour 
laws, including minimum wage, overtime, maximum ho.ur rules, meal and rest periods, and to 
provide legally mandated benefits. Where local industry standards exceed applicable legal 
requirements, suppliers are encouraged to provide wages and ensure working conditions that meet 
the higher local industry standards. 

• Coercion; Harassment and Discipline. The Company expects its suppliers to treat their employees 
with dignity and respect. Suppliers are expected to have systems in place to prevent, detect, and 
resolve unacceptable worker treatment such as harassment, inappropriate use of discipline, 
discrimination, physical or mental punishment, or other forms of intimidation or abuse ( e.g., 
physical abuse, threat of abuse, sexual or other harassment, verbal abuse, any type of corporal 
punishment, or other forms of mental and/or physical coercion as a form of discipline). Note that 

49 The Supplier Policy is publicly available athttps://www.Iear.com/user area/extranet files/lear-148-
Global%20Requirements%20Manual%20for%20Suppliers.pdf. 
50 Supplier Policy at 11. 
51 Id at 7. 
52 The Supplier Sustainability Policy is also publicly available at https://www.lear.com/Site/Suppliers/Supplier
Sustainability.aspx. 
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the Supporting Statement includes concerns about poor working conditions in the electronics 
supply chain. 

• Discrimination. Suppliers must make all employment decisions based on the facts and individual 
merit. Suppliers shall not discriminate in their hiring and employment practices ( e.g., 
pay/promotion) and must follow all employment laws. 

• Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining. Suppliers must respect their employees' right 
to choose to join or not to join a trade union, or to have recognized employee representation in 
accordance with local law. Suppliers are expected to maintain constructive dialogue and negotiate 
in good faith with such representatives. Suppliers shall not harass, discriminate against, or 
otherwise penalize workers, worker representatives, or trade union members because of their 
interest and/or membership in, or affiliation with, a trade union, or their legitimate trade union 
activity, in accordance with international labor standards. 

• Preventing Bribery and Corruption. The Company prohibits suppliers from giving or promising to 
give anything of value to employees or representatives of foreign governments, governmental 
agencies, political parties, or to political candidates, for the purpose of obtaining or retaining 
business. Suppliers must conduct business with integrity and in full compliance with all applicable 
laws. 

• Environmental, Health and Safety. Suppliers are expected to comply with all applicable 
environmental, health and safety legal requirements and prevent incidents or conditions that might 
result in a violation of law or otherwise endanger the environment. Suppliers must provide each 
employee with a safe and healthful work environment. Each supplier has responsibility for 
maintaining a safe and healthy workplace for all employees by following health and safety rules 
and practices and reporting accidents, injuries and unsafe equipment, practices or conditions as 
stated in the Company's Environmental, Health, Safety, and Sustainability Policy described above. 
Note that the Supporting Statement includes concerns about hazardous working conditions in the 
leather supply chain. 

• Environmental and Sustainability. The Company adopts the definition of "sustainability" as 
"meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs." The Company expects its suppliers to support its sustainability mission by 
complying with all applicable environmentai laws, rules and regulations while using resources 
wisely. Suppliers are expected to share the Company's commitments by developing and 
implementing a sustainability program focused on using natural resources responsibly, including 
management of forests and water, reducing waste generation, improving energy efficiency and 
reducing the carbon footprint of their operations. Note that the Supporting Statement includes 
concerns about deforestation in Brazil. 

• Animal Welfare. With respect to animal welfare, the Company requires compliance with all legal 
· requirements and, as applicable, the Company expects its suppliers to implement industry-best 
policies and practices related to the ethical treatment of animals. The Company believes in the 
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humane treatment of animals, including freedom from thirst and hunger, freedom from discomfort, 
pain, injury and disease, freedom to express normal behavior, and freedom from fear and distress. 

• Implementation of Sustainability Standards in the Supply Chain. The Company expects its 
suppliers and all subcontractors to abide by the requirements of the Supplier Policy, including 
identifying risks within their supply chains and taking appropriate measures to address them. 

Each of the human rights risks highlighted in the Proposal and the Supporting Statement related to 
Lear's supply chain are expressly identified and addressed by the Supplier Policy. In addition, the Supplier 
Policy contains the expectation that Lear's direct suppliers will take measures to identify and address risks 
in their own supply chain. 

Not only does the Supplier Policy represent a codification of the Company's way of doing business, 
it also serves as a pledge by suppliers to work toward continuous improvement in all aspects of Company 
operations, including human rights. Through this and other policies, the Company has "established strong 
supplier relationships with a high degree of integrity and corporate ethics" and "communicates regularly 
with [its] suppliers through bulletins and conferences."53 

b. The Company has a rigorous process for selecting and monitoring its 
suppliers, including with respect to human rights concerns. 

The Company's supply chain has the potential to be a source of significant risk, including risks 
associated with subcomponents that are of poor quality; missed shipments due to manufacturing issues, 
labor strikes or a supplier's financial distress; or legal or reputational risks due to a human rights violation 
at a supplier. To mitigate these risks, the Company invests significant time and resources into processes to 
identify capable and viable suppliers that can meet the high standards set forth in the Supplier Policy and 
other Company requirements. 

Therefore, when engaging new suppliers, the Company performs a robust analysis of, among other 
considerations, a potential supplier's financial capabilities, quality assurance practices and overall ability 
to adhere to the Company's comprehensive supplier requirements and guidelines, including with respect to 
environmental compliance, human rights and sustainability practices. In addition to the Company's 
comprehensive review of potential suppliers, prior to engagement, all potential suppliers perform a self
assessment, and, based upon the results of that assessment, the Company may audit the supplier. Based on 
the Company's review, its pre-engagement analysis of a supplier may also include site visits, inspections 
and other detailed evaluations. 

In addition, the Company's suppliers are required to be compliant with ISO 14001 ( certification by 
a third party as to a supplier's environmental management systems) and IATF 16949 (certification by a 
third party regarding a supplier's quality management systems). ISO 14001 compliance focuses on the 
maintenance and improvement of environmental management systems through the establishment of annual 
objectives and targets (based on industry standards) and the performance of self-assessments and audits 
with respect to those targets. IATF 16949 compliance evaluates a company against various automotive 

53 2019 Sustainability Report at 11. 
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industry performance indicators, including certain environmental, health and safety considerations. To be 
IA TF 16949 compliant, suppliers must, among other things, adopt effective product change management 
processes, internal quality management systems, and other methods for evaluating and monitoring their 
performance and compliance, as well as that of their sub-suppliers. IA TF compliance also requires the 
Company's suppliers to meet and adhere to the supplier requirements imposed by the Company's customers 
(e.g., the automotive original equipment manufacturers), inclusive of diversity, safety, employee 
engagement and community service requirements. 

Once a supplier is selected and approved, the Company regularly evaluates and audits the 
performance and stability of a supplier using Automotive Industry Action Group standards, industry best 
practices (e.g., evaluating a supplier's financial viability using a third party), and internally-developed 
processes and metrics. Additionally, existing suppliers are subject to regular monitoring and auditing using 
the Company's internal risk management systems and supplier "scorecard" metrics, which evaluate 
suppliers for potential financial, quality or other performance risks. Each supplier's scorecard is continually 
updated. If any risks . are identified, the Company will develop a corrective action plan to address the 
identified concerns. Suppliers risk losing their status as an approved Company supplier if the corrective 
action plan is not adhered to and successfully completed. Furthermore, suppliers who are launching a "new" 
product with the Company, or who provide safety critical products, are tracked and monitored via an 
enhanced process, which may entail, among other things, additional audits, reviews and inspections. The 
Company meets with its core suppliers each quarter to review, among other things, supplier scorecards, 
environmental and social responsibility issues, and sustainability. 54 

As noted, Company representatives may visit supplier facilities for a variety of reasons, including 
the launch of a new product or performance issues at the supplier, such as poor quality, late deliveries, or 
financial distress. Depending on the severity and source of the issue, Company representatives may also 
visit the sub-suppliers of its suppliers. These visits provide opportunities for the Company to observe and 
evaluate suppliers along a number of dimensions, including the condition of their manufacturing facilities 
and processes and compliance with the Company's supplier requirements. The visits also allow the 
Company to monitor how suppliers treat their workforce, ensure safety of their processes and manage 
environmental concerns, while simultaneously providing the Company with insight into potential new risks 
to consider and how to remedy any potential issues. 

c. The Company's contracts with its suppliers require that the suppliers comply 
with the Company's policies, including those pertaining to human rights. 

The Company imposes obligations such as compliance with the Supplier Policy on its supply base 
through its contracts with its suppliers. These contracts are typically in the form of purchase orders issued 
by the Company to its suppliers and governed by standard and publicly available Purchase Order Terms 
and Conditions (the "Terms and Conditions").55 The Terms and Conditions provide the Company with 
the ability to terminate a purchase order for breach of the Supplier Policy, which is incorporated by 
reference into the Terms and Conditions. The Terms and Conditions also require suppliers to comply with 
all laws as well as to be compliant with the ISO 14001 environmental standard. Suppliers must also ensure 

54 Jdat 37. 
55 The Terms and Conditions are publicly available in local languages at https://lear.com/Site/Suppliers/PO-Terms
and-Conditions.aspx. 
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that their sub suppliers meet these requirements as well under the Terms and Conditions. Importantly, the 
Terms and Conditions give the Company the ability . to audit its suppliers and their sub suppliers for 
compliance to the Supplier Policy and other obligations under the Terms and Conditions. 

The Company's interactions with suppliers are not limited to efforts to detect non-compliance with 
Company requirements. Additionally, the Company works with its suppliers in the spirit of continuous 
improvement to improve the overall supply relationship. For example, the Company has offered assistance 
to the tanneries that supply its leather business in developing risk assessments to evaluate the safety of their 
operations, including the management of chemicals. For those suppliers that participated, the Company 
provided risk assessment templates and reviewed supplier submissions. In addition, while the Company 

· does not purchase from cattle ranchers, it has supported the efforts of its Brazil-based leather suppliers (1) 
to pursue third party verification of their traceability systems to ensure raw material from newly deforested 
areas does not enter the supply chain and (2) to use leading edge technology to geo-fence cattle herds in an 
effort to prevent deforestation. These efforts, in addition to the Supplier Sustainability Policy, demonstrate 
that the Company is actively working to minimize deforestation related to cattle ranching which is a concern 
noted in the Supporting Statement. 

CONCLUSION 

While the Company does not publish a "Human Rights Impact Assessment" and related report, its 
existing processes, policies and publicly available reports fundamentally encompass and patently address 
all of the objectives of such an assessment and other concerns raised in the Proposal and Supporting 
Statement. The Staff has permitted differences between a company's actions and a shareholder proposal if 
the company's actions satisfactorily address the proposal's essential objectives, even when the company 
did not take the exact action requested by the proponent, did not implement the proposal in every detail or 
exercised discretion in determining how to implement the proposal. See Wendy's Co. supra (concurring 
with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report describing the company's process for identifying and 
analyzing potential and actual human rights risks of operations and supply chain where the company's 
supplier policies, other company policies and public disclosures via its corporate website, as well as its 
enterprise risk management process, encompass such goals). Numerous other letters also take this approach. 
See Wal greens supra ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report describing the company's 
implementation plans ensuring its policies and practices advance and do not undermine sustainable 
development goals because the company's corporate social responsibility report addressed its efforts to 
contribute to such goals); Entergy Corp. supra ( concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report 
"on policies the company could adopt to take additional near-term actions to reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions," despite the fact that the company's existing related disclosures and report did not address the 
ability to make such reductions, because the company already provided environmental sustainability 
disclosures on its website and in a separate report); Merck & Company, Inc. (Mar. 14, 2012) ( concurring 
with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report on the safe and humane treatment of animals because the 
company already provided information on its website and additional information was publicly ·available 
through disclosures to the U.S. Department of Agriculture); ExxonMobil Corporation (Mar. 17, 2011) 
(concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a report on the company's steps taken to address 
ongoing safety concerns because the company's "public disclosures compare[d] favorably" with the 
proposal guidelines); and The Boeing Co. (Feb. 17, 2011) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal 
requesting that the company "review its policies related to human rights" and report its findings because 
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the company already adopted its own policies, practices and procedures regarding human rights). See also 
The Procter & Gamble Co. (Aug. 4, 2010) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a water 
policy based on United Nations principles because the company already adopted its own water policy); 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (Mar. 30, 2010) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting adoption of 
global warming principles because the company had policies reflecting at least to some degree the proposed 
principles); ConAgra Foods, Inc. (July 3, 2006) (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a 
sustainability report because the company was already providing information generally of the type proposed 
to be included in the report); and The Gap, supra (concurring with exclusion of a proposal requesting a 
report on child labor practices of company suppliers because the company already had established a code -
of vendor conduct, monitored compliance, published information relating thereto and discussed labor issues 
with shareholders). 

The Company's procedures for developing its sustainability strategy; identifying risks, including 
those related to human rights, through its enterprise risk management process; promulgating policies and 
publishing reports addressing these risks; and selecting and monitoring its suppliers to ensure compliance 
with these policies substantially implement, and, in fact, go well beyond the Proposal's essential objective 
of the Proponent's risk assessment recommendation. 

Based on the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur with the Company's 
view and confirm that the Staff will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission if the Company 
omits the Proposal from its 2020 Proxy Materials. 

If you have any questions, or if the Staff is unable to concur with the Company's view without 
additional information or discussions, we respectfully request the opportunity to confer with members of 
the Staff prior to the issuance of any written response to this letter. Please do not hesitate to contact me by 
telephone at (312) 558-5723 or by e-mail at BToth@winston.com. 

Sincerely, 

Isl Bruce A. Toth 

Bruce A. Toth 
Winston & Strawn LLP 

Enclosures 

cc: Harry Kemp, General Counsel of Lear Corporation 
Mary Beth Gallagher (as agent for Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province) 
Toni Palamar (as agent for Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province) 



EXHIBIT A 

Proposal, Supporting Statement and Correspondence 

[ see attached] 
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GOOD SHEPHERD PROVINCE CENTER 

November 27, 2019 

Mr. Harry Kemp 
Senior Vic.e President, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
Lear Corporation 

. , 21557 Telegraph Road 
. . · : · Southfield, Ml 48033 :.:~\':-, ... ;~ r , ~ .. 

. -·.· 
i Dear Mr. Kemp: 

Province of New York/Toronto 
25-30 21st Avenue 

Astoria, New York 11105 
718.278 .. 1155 

As socially responsible investors, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province look for soc;i_al : . 
and financial accountability when investing in .corporations. As part of ou.r advocacy ministry, 
we engage corporations in our portfolios on human. rights.and env.fro'nineritafjustice· concerns . . 
We participate in an initiative led by Investor Advocates for Soclal Justice {formerly the Tri
State Coalit ion for Responsible Investment) called Shifting Gears, to engage with 23 companies 
in the automotive industry on respecting human r ights. We appreciate the dialogue we have 
had with you through this initiative. 

We recognize Lear's efforts to set expectations for responsible business conduct in its Supplier 
Sustainability Policy. However, Lear's existing policies and disclosures do not demonstrate to 
investors that the company has meaningful processes in place to assess and mitigate human 
rights impacts in the company's operations and supply chain. As a major supplier of leather 
seating and E-Systems to the automotive industry, the company is exposed to serious human 
rights risks associated with leather processing and electronics manufacturing. L~ather 
production is also a major driver of deforestation, which has devastating impacts on 
communities and the climate. 

Under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, companies have a 
responsibility to respect human rights within company-owned operations and through 
business relationships. Lear's existing disclosures prevent investors from assessing the extent 
to which the compar:iy is meeting this responsibility or the effectiveness of current human 
rights due diligence processes. 

In the spirit of continuous improvement, we hope to continue dialogue and offer the enclosed 
proposal encouraging Lear to conduct a Human Rights Impact Assessment. This assessment 
would strengthen Lear's due diligence approach, which may he£p the company more 
effectively mitigate adverse human rights impacts and red.uce financial, legal, and reputational 
r isks to the company. 

The Sisters of the Good Shepherd are the beneficial owners of 20 shares of Lear Corporation 
stock. The Sisters of the Good Shepherd have held stock continually for over one year and 
intends to retain the requisite number of shares through the date of the Ar:mual Meeting. A 
letter of verification of ownership is enclosed. 

Sisters of the Good Shepherd - A Worldwide Congregation 
NGO in special consultative status with ECOSOC, United Nations 



The Sisters of the Good Shepherd therefore submit the enclosed shareholder proposal 
requesting a Human Rights Impact Assessment. We submit it for inclusion in the proxy 
statement in accordance with rule 14-a-8 of the general rules and regulation of the Securities 
and Exchange Act of 1934. 

Please address all communication regarding this resolution to Mary Beth Gallagher, Executive 
Director of Investor Advocates for Social Justice located at 40 South Fullerton Ave, Montclair, 
NJ 07042, email address: mbgallagher@iasi.org and phone number (973) 509-8800. Please also 
copy Toni Palamar at toni.palamar@nygoodshepherd.org. We look forward to constructive 
dialogue with you and your colleagues about these concerns. 

Sincerely, 

//i:1~ 
Toni Palamar 
Province Business Administrator 
Sisters of the Good Shepherd NY Province 



Human Rights Impact Assessment 

Lear Corporation - 2020 

Resolved: Shareholders request that Lear Corporation (Lear) publish a report, at reasonable cost and 

omitting proprietary information, with the results of a Human Rights Impact Assessment examining the 

actual and potential human rights impacts of the company's high-risk business activities in its operations 

and value chain. 

Whereas: Lear is a leading supplier of seating and electrical power management systems (E-Systems) to 

the automotive industry. Lear's global footprint encompasses 261 facilities in 39 countries, including 145 

manufacturing sites in 22 "low cost countries."1 Lear manages complex extended supply chains for raw 

materials, which may lack transparency and accountability. Business relationships in regions with weak 

rule of law, corruption, conflict, or poor worker protections may expose Lear to significant human rights 

risks. 

Lear does not disclose its high-risk sourcing countries and commodities or the salient human rights risks 

in its operations and value chain. 

The leather supply chain includes livestock raising, cleaning and trimming of hides, tanning, and final 

manufacturing. Child labor, forced labor, and hazardous working conditions are well documented in 

cattle ranching, particularly in Brazil.2 Clearing land for cattle pastures is the primary driver of 

deforestation, accounting for 80% of forest loss in the Amazon. Deforestation also contributes to 

displacement of indigenous peoples, violence against human dghts defenders, and climate change. Lear 

is one of the top 20 companies with significant market leverage to reduce deforestation in Brazil.3 

Lear may source leather from countries such as Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Vietnam, where leather may 

be processed under conditions of child labor.4 Workers and communities also face exposure to 

hazardous materials and chemicals, such as chromium used in leather tanning, that may cause 

respiratory illnesses or cancer.5 

Lear also faces human rights risks in its operations. The labor-intensive assembly of E-System products 

takes place in countries with low wages and risks of poor working conditions.6 Lear has many E-Systems 

facilities in China, where forced labor and child labor risks are present in electronics manufacturing.7 

Lear cites risks of labor disputes in its plants. For example, Lear fired a whistleblower and threatened 

1 http://ir.lear.com/static-files/b892dd63-41ac-4966-9c29-1147d576acb1 
2 https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ilab/reports/child-labor/list-of-goods; 
https://www.enn.com/2017 /04/26/a meri cas/brazil-amazon-slavery-freedom-pro iect/i ndex. html 
3 https://medium.com/global-canopy/tackling-deforestation-risk-in-brazillan-cattle-exports-20-key-companies-in
china-327ceb592bba 
4 https:ljwww.dol.gov/agencies/ilab/reports/child-labor/list-of-goods 
5 https :// drivesustai nab ii ity.org/wp-content/u ploads/2018/07 /Material-Change VF .pdf 
6 http://ir.lear.com/static-files/b892dd63-41ac-4966-9c29-1147d576acb1 
7 //www.dol.gov/agencies/ilab/reports/child-labor/list-of-goods 



and harassed employees at its Selma, AL plant who spoke to federal investigators about health and 

safety concerns.8 

Lear has a Supplier Sustainability Policy and Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, but investors and 

customers are unable to evaluate the extent to which these policies address its most salient risks. Lear 

also lacks a No Deforestation policy. 

Lear may face legal, reputational, competitive, and financial risks if the company fails to effectively 

assess and manage its human rights risks, such as the risk of enforcement actions by U.S. Custom and 

Border Protection that interfere with business continuity. 

Under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, companies have a responsibility to 

respect human rights within their operations and throughout their value chains by conducting due 

diligence to assess, identify, prevent, mitigate, and remediate adverse human rights impacts. 

8 https://uaw.org/feds-charge-alabama-hyyndai-supplier-with-obstructing-health-and-safety-lnvestigatlon/ 
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MERRILL~. 
A BANK OF AMERICA COMPANY 

November 27, 2019 

Sisters of the Good Shepherd 
New York Province 
25-30 21st Avenue 
Astoria, New York 11105 

Re: account ending*** 

Dear Ms. Palamar, 

The Nolan Group 

Edward J. Nolan, Ill 
Managing Director 
Wealth Management Advisor 

Derek E. Nolan, CIMA® 
Managing Director 
Wealth Managemenl Advisor 
Global Institutional Consultant 

Jennifer M. Nolan 
Senior Vice President 
Senior Financial Advisor 

Merrill Lynch Wealth Management 
69 State Street, 16th Floor 
Albany, New Yori< 12207 
518-462-8324 
800-548--0322 

This letter is to confirm that as ofNovember 26, 2019, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd 
held 20 shares of Lear Corporation (LEA) common stock for greater than one year. 

As always, if you need anything else, please do not h~sitate to let me know. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Jennifer M. Nolan 
Senior Vice President 
Senior Financial Advisor 

Encl 

We are providing the above infonnation as you requested. The information is provided as a service to you 
and is ob\a,ined from data we believe is accurate. However, Merrill Lynch considers your monthly 
statement to be the official documentation for all transactions. 

Merrill lynch, Ple,ce, Fenne, & Smith Incorporated {also referred to as "MLPF&S" or "Merrill" ) makes available certain investment 
products sponsored, managed, distributed or provided by companies that are affifiates of Bank of America Corporation ("BofA 
Corp.•). MLPF&S is a registered broker -dealer, Member SIPC and a wholly owned subsidiary of BofA Cotp. 

Investment products: 

Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value 

~ 2019 Bank of America Corporation_ AH rights reserved. I ARMLSSMQ I SHEET-03-19--0748 I 04/2019 



EXHIBITB 

2019 Sustainability Report 

[ see attached] 
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ALIGNING WITH GRI STANDARDS 
In 2019, we conducted our first materiality 
assesment to further refine our corporate 
responsibility strategy and align it with the 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
topics that impact our stakeholders. 

Internal stakeholders and our environmental, 
health and safel'j (EHS) team reviewed 
common ESG topics recommended by the 
Global.Reporting Initiative (GRI) Disclosure 
Standards and identified those that we believe 
. are the most_ importai:it to our organization 

,, and stakeholders. We.have used.this review, 
• aloog' with engagement witbkey sustainability 
· team members;,to hefo develop t he content 
·of this. report:;·- ' ;2,-,.'. { ; ·: · • ·· . . 

In addition, we ,h~v;:~;:closed· our·rnat~rial 
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THIS IS LEAR 
Lear is a global automotive technology leader in seating and electrical and electronic 
systems. Our world-class products are designed, engineered and manufactured 
by a diverse team of talented employees around the world. Lear's world 
headquarters are located in Southfield, Michigan, USA. 





We are all part of the human family. As a business, Lear understands how 
our actions affect the world. Every day, our employees are reducing our 
environmental impact, enhancing the communities where we do business 
and increasing the profitability and longevity of our company. 

The Three Pillars of Sustai~ability 
Lear recognizes Three Pillars of Sustainability: 

• Social responsibility is all about supporting the people 
in our human family. 
En~ironmental stewardship protects the planet we snare. 
Economic pn:>sperity enriches the way·we live by providing ·. 
meaningful employme(lt.as well as high-quality, value:added 
products the world needs. · · 

At the intersection of people/ planet and prosperity, ~ear, sees the 
opportunity to develop people, deliver "green-~= products and lead 
by example on a global scale. · · · · · .. 
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EXECUT IVE STEERING COMMITTEE 
Sustainability is not just a good idea. It's a way 
of doing business. Our top EHS execut ive directly 
oversees Lear's multi-faceted approach to our 
sustainability efforts, including policies and 
procedures. communications. data management 
arid reporting, and projects and initiat ives. 
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SUPP.LIER SUSTAINABILITY 
As an automotive supplier of choice, we 
have suppliers, too. we expect them to 
share our commitment to sustainability and 
ethical conduct We have established strong 
supplier relationships with a high degree 
of integrity and corporate ethics. Lear 
communicates regularly with our suppliers 
through bulletins and conferences. 

Online Resources 
Lear's Online Supplier Portal provides the companies that work with us with valuable resources. 
including our: 

• Global Requirements Manual for Suppliers. which outlines our purchasing, qual.ity, 
operations, environmental and records rules. • ' . 
Supplier Sustainability Policy, which addresses:issues such as legal.compliance,:human . 
rights, child labor, forced labor and human trafficking, wages and hours, working conditions, · •: .. 
harassment and discipline, discrimination,.freedom of association·and collec:tive.bargaiiiir.ig, · .. <: ·~·,,,.' · 
bribery and corruption, the flow of funds to arm.ed groups and conflicts, environm~ni:ali:<- , .: ,:, 

-sustainability, animal welfare, and the implementation of sustainability standac.ds in-th.e sµpply :. ·• 
chain, mclud1ng the responsible managemerit of water and forests •. Th1s mcludes'our (ight ·: · 
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INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS 
Our employees are making an impact. Our suppliers are working to do their part, 
too. But that isn't enough. Lear also takes an active role in sustainability through 
automotive industry and cross-industry organizations including: 

Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) 

• Board of Directors (BOD) 
• BOD Nominating Committee 
• Corporate Responsibility Committee 
• Environmental Sustainability Advisory 

Work Group 
• Health & Safety Performance Standard 

Work Group 
• State of the Business Update Work Group 
• Supply Chain Management 

Steering Committee 
• Responsible sourcing Project Work Group 
• Responsible Materials Work Group 

and Sub-groups: 
Industry Best Practices 

~ Global Requirements & Minerals Sensing 
Smelter Engagement Team 
{AJAG:RMI Partnership) 
lnformatiC>n Sharing 

Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI) 

• Minerals Reporting Template Work Group 
• Smelter Engagement Team 
• Due Diligence Practices 

Suppliers Partnership for the Environment 

• Founding Member 
• Execut ive Steering Committee 
• Work Group Officer 

EHS Forum Co-Chair 

Original Equipment Suppliers Association 
(OESA) and the Motor & Equipment 
Manufacturers Association (MEMA) 

• Environmental, Health & Safety Council 
• Legal Issues Council ... 
• Communications Executive Council" ··· 

Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity 
andJnnovation · · 

• :_Base Member 





ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSH IP 
FOR OUR PLANET 
Lear is committed to environmental stewardship and 
reducing the environmental footprint of our products, 
operations and supply chain. Our strategy is. to align our 
environmental conservation goals with business growth 
by using our resources efficient ly and implementing lean 
manufacturing practices. In 2018, Lear had no significant 
spills that impacted the environment. 

Environmental, Health, 
Safety & Sustai nability Policy 
Our Environmental, Health, safety & Sustainability 
(EHSS) Policy focuses on: 

Preventing pollution 
• Providing a safe and healthy work environment 
• Involving and empowering employees 
• Developing and using environmentally acceptable, 

safe, sustainable and efficient production methods 
and processes 

• Complying with government requirements 
and obligations 

• Protecting natural resources including responsible 
management of forests and water 

• Enhancing environmental stewardship, social 
responsibility and economic prosperity 

Read our 
Environmental, Health. Safety ,. •·· . 

Our Environmental Management System (EMS) 
An environmental management system (EMS) helps Lear identify, manage, monitor and control 
environmental issues in a systematic manner. Through continuous improvement such as Kaizens for 
energy efficiency and waste reduction, and teamwork, Lear's EMS is reducing our environmental impact. 

Worldwide, more than 95% of our manufacturing facilit ies as well as our corporate headquarters are 
certified under the internationally recognized ISO 14001 :2015 environmental standard. The certification 
process is detailed and demanding but provides a valuable framework to ensure that we comply with 
laws and regulations,-minimize our impact on the environment and focus on ·continuous improvement. 
New facinties are required to earn certification within one year of acquisition or starting production. 

Lear collects monthly energy, waste and water data (volume and cost) in multiple ways. Plants upload 
electric power and natural gas invoices into an online central database system provided by a leading 
environmental data management firm. Plants enter other fuel data (such as propane, diesel. fuel oil 
and coal) and waste data (in more than 100 waste categories) into this system each month. The data 
is aggregated and reviewed quarterly by each business unit/division, region and the corporation as a 
whole to determine energy, water and waste reduction performance, and identify further opportunities 
for improvement. 

To improve performance and efficiency, Lear has integrated our EMS documents (manuals, policies. 
procedures. and work instructions) under ISO 14001 :2015 with the safety management system 
documents under ISO 45001. 

Data Management & Integrity 
To support our goals. Lear captures, tracks and reports large amounts of data from our worldwide 
locations. We use several best-in-dass ~ems to manage our internal EMS data. These systems feature 
.built-in data integrity capabilities. The software runs several tests, including statistical deviation and unit 

. · of measure tests'. a~d prompts the \)Ser to verify or correct any data errors. 

During 2018, L~ar completed_ a ·gap ·analysis and began a comprehensive data review process with an 
external partner as a.step toward certification from a ihird-~rt}'-data assu(ance resource. We currently 
expect to complete this process in 2020 and look forward to "refining our. data management systems 

inflltr!f-~ ye~r~. :·<:;tt,; .. ,:->·/ i,/· "' ·,. :•'."'.'.~-, . ·:· '.:-\. . , . 
See th'e Appendbc for examf?lg{ of Lear's ·data managemel)t al)d .integrity p latforms. 

••\':t • - •=••,• . .- •• ~•~~ &ft~~1f;?~f.t_,.~,• :':\r,;~\:~~A,I, •,,• ,~;:t~{ ,~ .. ,,~? •::: , .-: •;• • ••• •;~;-• • , ,• 
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ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS 
Key Metrics & 2020 Goals 
Compared with 2013 Baseline Levels 

Since 2013, Lear has reduced energy use, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
and water use while increasing our recycling. 

Energy Use GHG Emissions Recyding 

15% 15% 20% 
Reduction Reduction Increase 
MWh / Labor Hours mton C02e/Labor Hours Kg / labor Moun 

New 2030 goals to be established 

Annual Incremental Goals 

Water Use 

10% 
Reduction 
gal / Labor Hour1 

In 2019, Lear intends to reduce energy use by 1 % at each plant - saving about 
140,000 MWh globally. In addition, we plan to reduce water consumption 
by 3%, saving 5.1 million gallons. That's enough water to fill 127,500 average
sized bathtubs. Our goals for 2030 will be established and published in a future 
sustainability report. 

,•., , Energy Use Water Use 

. : ~-o/c 
:,, ~~"fl -. o 3% 
0 • .Absol~e Absol,u,!.e:;, · . -; : 

_"J •• --: ~ ,Reduction . Reduction .. ~~:?" ~ : -·,'. t? ~er 2018 :_·r.~: •; ;_:-_rv•~~1_1/.~~{'. 
;. <. 

Water Use Reduction Target 
We met our 10% reduction goal for 2018 and 2013, at which time we issued a 
2020 goal for an additional 10% water use reduction over our 2013 baseline. 

As part of an overall water conservation initiative, Lear has also designated some 
sites as Environmental Focus Sites, where specific water conservation targets were 
established to improve overall performance for Lear. 

Water Withdrawal Scarcity Risk Target 
As one of its many sustainability goals, the World Resources Inst itute (WRI) is 
working to mitigate global water risks by mapping and measuring water-st ressed 
regions. Based on a water risk assessment completed recently, Lear is setting site
specrfic targets tor our plants located in the water scarcity areas of the world. 

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) Reporting 
The CDP (formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project) allows companies 
to benchmark their progress toward environmental stewardship against their 
peers. Our score is compared with companies from similar regions and sectors. 
Lear has reported our annual CDP Climate Change data to customers since 2011 ,. 
and to investors, members and signatories to the CDP since 2014. We currently .· ,,,b,;_.,.,. 
report our water data results to customers. and water and forest data to investorsf;;;::;1·,_ 

View our Oimate Change CDP Score Report and our . 
Water Security CDP-Score Report in the-Appendix. • •, . .-. ,._; · , 

. .. .· . .. . ,, ,;:,tci<ii' ;~f"'
9'.~~~~tf'~,1: 

;r.;•.1'5···,t'~">•. 
~ ~r-\•·~· .... ~;~f; 
~ ~b.t-~ 
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ENERGY REDUCTION ACTIVITIES, 
Lear's global continuous· improvement teams use lean manufacturing processes to identify 
energy and waste reduction projects, trade: progress and share best practices. In 2018, more 
than 100 energy efficiency projects reduced electric energy consumption in production, 
facilities and maintenance. ·For example, our teams are: 

• identifying opportunities to reduce energy consumption through energy audits 
and energy treasure hunt activities · . 
Improving air compressor and distribution efficiei:icy 

• Eliminating compressed air losses by ,conducting audits, leak ·detection/repair programs, 
replacing motors with variable speed motors and ongoing mana!)!!ment:usage programs 
Insulating pipes and ducts to reduce heating and cooling losses 
Switching to programmable thermostats to control .the· heating, ventilation 
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems during evenings.weekends arid holidays 
Replacing older HVAC equipment, room air conditioners a~d compressors. 
Installing thermal curtains for heat-generating equipment 

• Improving ventilation in the plants 
• Leveraging daylight Instead of using artificial light 
• Replacing florescent light fixtures with LEDs , . . , . 
• . Redistributing heat from air compressors inJo the' plant fo°r hiatifig \. : ,, 
• Reducing wasted print copies and saving electric energy, toner,and,pap:JJn offices · 

1mp\ementingan energy0 sa~rg awaiert~s.'p~ra.n{ln,ou~iflg•emr:\1syees to tum ·· 
off hghts,-comguters;;f.~~ and,.o!her-equ1pm~t when;notl(l'.U~ o_r~fterwo~ hours 

."1{Jil~ . .... . ti :rit:~f ~iit"k! .;. 

In 2017; Lear a:chieved its 2020 goal of 15% energy reduction 
· • over 201_3 baseiine energy use (riormalized to labor hours). 

Total energy consumption in 2018 was 1.4miilion MWh. 

Energy Energy Content (M Wh) 

Coal 
orese1 

Fuel Oil 
~ n_p~II gj~ ... 

Propane 
_Natural.9~- . 

Electricity 

7,612.89 
i2,662.79 
3.232.65 

.. 36,24'3:72 
69,086.38 

..... 460,344.44 
81 4,684.62 

Total Energy Coritent consumed: 
1,403,867.5 MWh · 



RENEWABLE ENERGY 
Renewable energy, ?ISO known as green energy, is energy taken from sources that are 
naturally replenished, such as wind, solar and geothermal. Several countries have electric 
grids that supply electric power generated from renewable sources such as solar thermal 
energy, geothermal energy, landfill gas, wind turbines and low-impact hydro power . 

. Lear estimates that renewable energy used by our plants globally is less than 15% of the 
primary energy consumed at our plants. 

Standards, Methodologies, Assumptions and Calcu lations 
used for Energy and GHG Emission Calculations 

Activity data. utilized in the preparation of Lear's energy and greenhouse gas inventory was 
based on pilled utility data and other consumption and usage records. Emissions reported 
by Lear were calculated consistent with the methodologies set forth in the GHG Protocol: 
Corporate Standard. 

Emission factors applied for Scope 1 emissions for fuel combustion were sourced from the 
Climate Registry 2018 ~eneral Reporting Protocol - USA Industrial. . . . 
Scope 2 erriissions-.f.or electric power consumption were sourced from a combination of 

. International Energy Agency .(IEA) CO2 Emissions from Fuel (9mbustion 2018 (Year 2016 
, · data)Jmd U?.,EPA e~RlD .~918 (with: ?016. data). · 

-:. • .. ·, ~: ·. : - • .·.< __ . . • . ~~:;,;· __ ,,_ ·,.:;. • . •• . • . • • ·. • 

100-Year Gl(?bal Warming Pc:iten1jalf(1\t;,1P),f~9cy;ij_h~ Fourth :4ssessnient Repor.t-(4AR) 
. published .by.the IP!;Cv,,i.~re. v~em1SS19ns to cq2:equrvalen!5. · . . : · 
. ': :· .. _.t·. -~:·.·y ./i:~, t;~~~~::~t~iI .1,,_J .. . -~i '\ :---~ ::~. . , . 

2018 Global Energy Use, b)I Fuel Sources Global Energy Consumption 
Year 



. . ; ~ ~ ·':· \f1{i.i~;:¢·AC::0I:~'. __ i" <:-· 
Greenhouse.gases (GHG'8och·.as · "' · , 
make the planet warmer. A"qi<:iiij~t&:tn .. Ii. 
.4.gency, burninffossil.fuelsfoi electii<Jty; heat' and• . 
largest source of GHG emissions°.f.r~ni;tJumarr.·activrty.'t· 

A key component of Lear's s~;~i{i i,:,r; re;ducin; 
emissions from our plants around the world: Althougli giowtti.thr 
acquisit ions and new facilities creat~ -\:halle'.ri'ges} ow .~ontinuous, 
improvement in energy efficiency.,wlll help us achi!ive our goais: .;. · 

:·• a;t·fr)· 1' . ;',,){~i\(?/'• . .,,. "-' ~r:- ~,i<.~: 

Lear participates in two data collection efforts-to measuie·our progress: , 

• All plants report their GHG emissiohs. The data is-~~ii~~d ~hr6u~1/~ · 
third-party software data platform on a' monthly basis:and reviewe<fby '.' 
our corporate EHS team. The data is used to track, analyze and develop · 
plans to reduce our GHG footprint 

• Lear participates in the CDP supply chain and investor surveys to 
report our performance to customers and investors, and assess our 
performance, risks and opportunities related to GHG emissions. 

Having already met our 2018 goal in 2013, we have re-established a new 
baseline in 2013. In 2018, Lear achieved a 6.5% reduction over 2013 baseline 
emissions normalized to labor hours. 

We achieved an 11.8% reduction in GHG emissions per labor hour in 2018 
when compared with 2017. 

Lear intends to reduce GHG emissions another 10% by 2020. We plan to 
re-establish a new baseline and set new 2030 targets for GHG emissions 
reduction in the near future, 

Q LEAR 
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-. . · . . : · ·.►• -·, ~:j;'-:31½~~{IJ~\{~i(:tt·:{~ ·.:~,.- . . . .. 
In alignment with the World Resour~es,lr;istilute/.World,B · 
Sustainable Development '(WRI/W~J:S~) G,~e,e_Qf, . ·. 
emissions are categorized into tw.o. scopes: dir ·· 

'\. • .• ' . j· •• ,.'.~:--~:{'>:-: 

• Scope 1: Direct GHG E~iss.ions -,:·, .. ,., .;,?. ·. , , ',. . ', .. 
In 2018, Lear's direct GHG emissions'(otaled· l11,855 
This includes emissions from ~urces l hat a'r~ owne~ §r~ontrb 
company, such as em.issions from ~oinbu~ion ln\c9rnp_any'-0 
boilers, generators and fur~e,_s"'aQ.i.l:~missiol)Sfrom'.9tf:ier mob(lej 
combustion equipment. ·· >.;:,s, · ·:·•-i"'lK,,·2~,i; tl' <)} ;.'• 

• Scope 2: Indirect GHG Emissions · ·. : ' "'-1,· 0 
; _:'·;;: 1<0i1 ,,: 

Lear's 2018 indirect GHG Emissions wete.390,493 metric tons of.CO2 
This includes GHG emissions from the generation· ofel~ctricity purch~d· . 
(or otherwise brought into the company) and consumed by Lea('s operations.'·. 
• C02e (a,rbon dioxide equivalent) is a stan~rd unit for measuring carbon footprints. ii · 
describes different GHG emisskins in terms of the a:,uivalent global warming imp.a of CO2 

In 2018, two thirds of the emissions generated at our plants were from 
electricity, which are indirect GHG emissions. The chart below provides more 
specific information about how our GHG emissions are generated based on 
the type-of fuel. An operational control approach for fully consolidated facilit ies 
is used for reporting boundaries. 

2018 Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions by Scope 

13•/#!ift 
IWWlWJ-

2018 Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions by Fuel 

R•tii•L-?{ 
l❖Mi¼!UGll•S£5 
CW•&?Mlill4 
~ 
lktiPlst◄lic!-~ii.fiN 

53,089.71 

892.65 

166,938.44 

3,396.56 

Globa),Scope 1 and 2 GHG Emissions by Business {CV 2018) 

Business Scope 1 Emissions Scope 2 Emissions 
(rnet·,c tons CO2e\ hiemc '.ms C02e) 

E-Systems 
------

Seating 

Non-Automotive 

•.:, 

7,645.58 

88,1 15.28 

16,094.00 

116,786.87 

259,103.79 

14,603.16 
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WATER RESOURCES 6 STEWARDSHIP 
More than 70% of the earth is covered with water, but only 0.5% is 
consumable. As a finite resource, water scarcity is increasingly threatening Water Risk Ass.essment 
many parts of the world, especially as global demand rises from growing Lear recently completed a water risk assessment of all facilities using the WRI Aqueduct 
populations, economic development and the impact of climate change. Tool. we assessed water risks in our direct operations at the asset level for all of our 

production facilities. Along with Aqueduct's standard outputs, we considered water 
Lear believes the world has a sufficient water supply to meet everyone's withdrawals/consumption, water quality, site-specific regulatory nsk and other.factors 
needs-if we all work together to better m_anage it. As consumers, we in our overall assessment of each facility. Among .other factors, this tool calculates an, 
are all responsible for.this precious, shared resO\Jrce .. Wate~ is an important · .• indicator called Baseline Water Stress (BWS), which is the ratio of total annual water 
resource for Qurfabric>and l~ther,operations c1rpund the globe, w.bere · ... . withdrawals to total available renewable supply. Overall water-j"isk was. calculated based 
significantwate(ls used in the process . .We-manage an~moni.\or o~r · ori physical risks, water .quality; and regulatory and.reputati9n?.' risks. We_ _used ~queduct 

· wastewater dischaiges at these. facilities for<both quantity•and quality._, to determine which specific risk .factors are causing water stress for spec,frc regions and 
: · , . ·, · · .. ·. ·. _.· .. . i ·: <: .. ·: .. ·:,..';'} :::,/'· ·.··;; .. ~--,., i adl1tiesh ri:; hfsW3y,w~endeavortocrea~ea·~ mpretiensivew~~J.!lsk:~!'na~e,ment _Plan. . . c•··· · · r, · · • · ·t· · ·· >{tnafo on·a re·gion and site-spedficbasis. ,.,,.,,/ Si:~ ... , · .. , wau~·r pris:¢rvat10f1\prOJ~c ~---:- :/~-:;;, , .;,,.;: .,. .. . ;. . - .. . . 

; __ ,;· .. ,.--«:., ::; : ;✓.-, X •,tr' .. ,;;: ,'.'}{,.::~·tt<> ·it~~- : _.;:---~,1~~;:,J.: . : 'iiap genibteii2ii~rt76ftl1ltt:!Jat~~Risk~ffi;er:it, ~ore·tl)a~ 50% 
'., .;,.'C:'(:ear.promoteswater re~UctJ?'n Pr0/~ll;t urj~tlOl,lS: ·-are . -fne,JOW.\Valef-st}~ •regions,:Jo formulate water efficiency 

:;me wofld. Our continuousimprovement:.a . i1J1erl " tgp,ng a·,:iia'ifta;fu!-tl)erassess' actual water co~s.~mption/ :,,. 
·. ·sh'are ~~ prac:tlc.es,fr9,r1fisiifc~u);P.~~uc:v;,..~~se for current and future site- · · .•. · 

, ., JI~ · . ~>:>'>~'1''.f:.,::.");;,yf,,1~;-·: . ·>•·'~\:. ;;\;;~• -·~ •, .. ~.A · <.:~· ~i-ged·.;~ - · .·'..''. 
• -ldentifying;ppp,or:)tfnities to.i:educe a,>nsu. . ;,! , 

production;:inc'rease water recycling and re 
Usiilg"watetcsavrng),nnroom, k:ltq1en and 
with .aotomatft·shut-'Off valves·-., 
Watefjng·garclims an'c!._lan"'cfsc;i'pl 

• . Installing filterecf drinkirig:water. 
• ''f>rol!idihtfreusable water .. 

g .water m.eJers-to. 
-~ . .;;;.,•:-: . -~~~i• 

;~1 

IOWRISK.o-t 

- ~1Q):le6lii,i~cF.a! i~rrtiti~i'!~ 
~~r:~ 

EXTPEMElY H-'.G.'- RIS< lli-SJ 

NOOATA 

·· ,01,erail water risk idelltifies areas wth. 
• ·higher eiq,osure. to water-related risl<s 

and ii an aggregated,m~i-e of an 
selected indkiiors from the Pllystcal 

.,. Quantity, Quali1y~nd R~gulatory ·: · 
. & _Reputa1ional Risk categories. · 



WATE R 
WITHDRAWAL DATA 
Most of the water Lear uses is from municipal sources. When these supplies 
are not enough, we use water sources such as groundwater. However, we are 
reducing our use of both of these sources. Lear does not directly use water from 
lakes or rivers. We use small amounts from processed water such as bottled 
sources and bulk supplies. 

2018 Water Summary 

MUNICIPAL W4TER: 69.02% 
GROUNDWATER: 211.7% 
PROCESSID ~ER: 5.87¾ 

./ 

BY-PRODUCT 
MANAGEMENT 
The most environmentally resourceful, economically efficient and cost-effective 
way to manage waste is not to create it in the first place. Lear's by-product 
managell)ent program is based on the reuse, reclaim, recycle and redesign 
concept. Lear minimizes waste through several programs aimed at: 

• Redesigning products and/or changing production processes t9 prevent the 
creation. of waste 

• . ·. Tracking and reporting, by-product volumes. and cQStS at each facility via ~ . 
. ·.thlrd-par,tY man119elYlent P..rogram ;·:-,, ·. . 0,,: ' . ''.\/'. :· :;· •.. , •. 

• .,. Rolling. out a glo~~I .iero Waste to ta,1;1,dfill initiative .to ·encpurage re,cyding, 
'. J, promote comP,osting;and elif!'l iiiate p~oduafon w~e. aisca_rded Jn:Jancffil~ . 

' .,,r;.: Segteg~ting mateila!sfor.,recyclingiin; p~~cfuction-anq•nonprod,tiqion areas 
~\t•• •·~ • -~ ~>'>: • ': • .,:.~~• . ;~·{}0,_,~;~• '•.: :::,.;;~~A:~:~i•~~~~ • •~:~ ::! :i~~~:~~~:-~~~ ~.~• 

2018 Waste Data 

l756.827 METRIC 'IONS TOiAL NOl-f-HAZAROOUS !MIST£ 

1,7S8,364•Mettic Tons Total Was1e . . . 

L~77.79~ Mf:!RIC TONS TOTAL t~SIBl!/41ER 

366.8'l0 MffilC TONS lOTAL RECYQ.ED ~~Sit 

SS.'i89 MEiRIC TONS lOf AL l.ANDFll.L 111,>!STE 



CORPO.RATE RECOGNITION 
Michigan Clean Corporate Citizen 
C:ertif icate'.of ~ecognition 

Every year since 2005, Lear's corporate campus has been awarded the Michigan 
Clean Corporate·Citizen Certificate of·Recognition. The Clean·corporate 
Citizen (C3) program honors ·regulated establishments that have demonstrated 
environmental stewardship and a strong environmental ethic throughout their 
operations in Michigan._The voluntary C3 program recognizes performance in 
environmental management. pollution prevention and environmental compliance. 

Michigan Business Pollution 
Prevention Partnership 

Our corporate campus was once again recognized for environmental stewardship 
through the Michigan Business Pollution Prevention Partnership (MBP3). Developed 
jointly by the business community and state government. the MBP3 program is 
managed by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality's Office of Pollution 
Pr!:vention and Compliance Assistance. The"Partnership promotes cost-effective, 
il:1novative techniques that reduce waste. Source reduction is the key to sustainable 
business along with reuse and recyding efforts. · 

Clea~ Industry Certification 
.• The M~ican Federal Environmental Protection Agency (PROFEPA)awards.Clean .. 

. ·. · Industry Certification to facilities that demonstrate sat isfactory accomp1!$hment" , ·· 
: : , --.,of legal requirements for environmental protection:·currently, ·92%:ofcl.ec1r1s'.~~> :, , v ·, 
•,fi: plants in Mexico have achieved"tlean Industry Certification. , . . ·, ;,- ,· .:.:: ' •-:.'.1 ;',.-:·.{: j!, ~1";,, , ~;~I~r,11~t;if :/~f, ~{'.iik'~t ,,, . 

~ MICl-lIGAN 
CLEAN CORl.'O'Mn: CITIZEN 

~ r~-·ilj.tbd,wal 
)2~\ . ~ ·:.,ij.,., . -: /::'; 

....... ~""""•~ •Reodqw•"' 
)-,:'~;:Ws~~~;, ~,1:1;,. 

~~}.l,.,.,._ 



ONE PLANET. ON 
As part of the human family, we share one planet. It 
is our responsibility to protect the environment for 
today's generation as well as generations in the future. 

As employees at Lear, we are one family. Working 
together, we are makfng a positive impact on the · 
planet. Here are just a few examples. 











GREE~l .:,~'(2-HNOLOGY HE.L·PS' 
DRIVE. E(

0

0NOMIC P~f?~~ER1ty 
. . . ; ···:, •. ,·· '"'\1~{:{[g '.,', A Wi n-Win Strate gy 

Protecting the environment and achieving economic prosperjty ari 
not mutually exclusive. We can have both. Lear pro:ves it·every'day., . .~. ':; •:. 

Using recycled raw materials, implementing lean manufacturing r· ~ 
practices, and saving water and energy not only help cciriSE!rve ,~. L tf 
our environment but reduce costs' and iniprove'profitability;- :·: ;".7:~: 
Thats good for the environment and for busfness. .. , 

Running a successful company also provides jobs for our , . 
employees and offers economic-benefrts for the people.living iri ,,, :. 
the communities where we do busi~ess:_ That's good for all _of'us. . . 

Aligning.business growth with erivironiriental stewardship·is '> 
a win-win strategy. 'And we ~ave.a-trick,record to• prove it: .\, 

·' . ' ·"····.,.•;•,:• .. • ;.· 

· :.';-'• . ;;~•'.:.. . \t}r · 
Our Trac~ Record of Respons,i,#f"' 
Econon:ti'c,~~o~'f1erity . :'.,::;: · }if{!-} .. 

,>, M .. ~. • 

Lear is ranked #147 in the1~ortune-!500. We design; ·eJigi,:ieei' 
and manufacture world-class.autoinotlve seating and'electr.l 
distribution system productsJQr m~re' ttian 40011amiplates#1i 
by every major autCllTiaker' rn)he_ world; Qur succ_isf provides; . :{ 
161,000 employees <!r?und.tl:le y.,orld with income)o,support _:::., 
thefr families and drive'.prospenfy in their local communit ies. ?i ... 

. •· . ·~.: ', ' j ·-:_,;· . . '}( 
Lear operates through 'two business segments: ', . ·· · .. , · . yr, 

... , " .·,·,·. -: .·' . i"~•:;).~· ... _;,_ .· ... ,..._, . 
• ' E00Systems. ;;;>\;°, • ' \v"'.;,;~Y,· )jjJI'; ~.,){·•;,.:./ 

' . -"" ..'.."' . ,.. ' . ; ., ,;.,:;'..,~f i.i/' 
· o /;~AR::'t=, . . -~ .. ..... ... . 

·· ~:-;-'•' ''\ . ,,,,. '' 

► Lear's Core Values provide th12 
' ouncat,cn for our e.:oncmic orospe•i:y. 



LIV 
Lear Innovation Ventures (UV) is ac::~lerating the pac~ of 
innovation and collaboration around autonomous, -connected, 
electrified and shared mobility trends. 

Started in 2018 and announced in January 2019, LIV 
is investing in advanced development teams, partnerships 
and early-stage technologies by working with venture 
capital finns. accelerators and incubators. 

··: ·· 



E .:sY1S~'~ s 
;prod;c{f~{jt::'''.ji4t, .. /'ff .. . . ... 
·-Ele~r:ificatlo~ and c~~nect~ity ar~ ¥.ro;m~ atfefids'~~~.ri9. !lie ftrture . · . ·yv!iat 
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SEATING 
Products 
Lear is the world's most fully integrated manufacturer of the entire seat, 
including textiles, leather, foam, structures and mechanisms. We work with 
every major automaker around the world. supplying completed seats for 
programs ranging from the highest-volume platforms to specialty applications 
and for every segment from small cars to full-size sport utility vehicles. 

:,-.•, 
-:::· ,. 

}~, 

· ·i;;"> .-., ,, ... • 
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Our fiist-to-market, award-winning. SoyF<:iarritei;htjology uses:u,s: soyrced raw · .. 
materials derived from.soybean oil-instead·ot,petroieu1J!/ lii pr09ydi9n:'.sipce 20Q7, . 
_S_oyFoam reduces carbon :use a ne! 5.5 ~gfoceach __ kilogram tisep/ ~es:t,pur ' · .. 
t imes less smog a,nd:requ,res 60,%J~ ,cC?rv.er.s_,RQ.:.energy,t9, produc~, The 199%._ .0 

renewable resource is avail~ble globally angJs,more cost-stable.than-petroleum. : 0 
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voes DECREASED 50% 
Lear has achieved 50% reductions in volatile and semi~volatile organic compounds (VOCs and 
SVOCs) emissions through in-house formulations. To decrease emissions, we have worked with 
our suppliers to implement the latest technologies, induding cleaner polyols and isocyanates, 
reactive catalysts and surfactants, and aldehyde s~avengers. Lear has dedicated substantial 
resources to further our ability to analyze and develop lower-emission materials. 

Reducing Wast e 
At our soft trim plants, environmental stewardship is part of our business model. Our Alfreton, 
United Kingdom facility has achieved zero-solids-to-landfill performance srnce 2016. All waste !s 
either recycled, repurposed or sold for alternate uses. Our Kenansville. North Carolina facility has 
plans to achieve this same level of performance in 2019. In China, our new facility has been built 
with conservation in mind, using 25% less water through internal recycling. 

· In our- leather plants, all of our coatings are water based, greatly reducing voe emissions from our 
facilities. Nearly 80% of our finishing operat ions employ roll coating which reduces coatii:,g .waste · 
to approximately 5% .compared with the .;!0% waste of tradition finishing . 

.;.;. · .·. 

In E0Systems, we replaced bubble wrap packing'With expendable pr~tection sleeve; ma~e (rom . 
scrap fabric waste generated at trim plants to pacJ<;ai;ie wire harnesses. We expect to use 13,750 

. pounds less plastic bubble wrap per year. · · · 
:,,·' 

>~:...: ', ' 
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Using Sus~ain able Materia ls 
Since some customers require up to 25% recycled fiber, we have 
developed technical and supply chain solut ions to build recycled 
content into all of our soft trim products. Some products can be 
made exclusively from recycled material, and our natural fiber 
solutions utilize 100% bio-based/renewable fibers in their design. 

Our leather products are more t!Jan 85 % bio-based. Originating 
from plant sources such. as soybeans, a significant amount of our 
raw materials is renewable. We a,lso use a number of repurposed 
materials from the food industiy and strive to achieve higher 
bio-based content. · 



LIG-H·r·wEIGHT STRUCTURES .- HEl~P· 
IMPROVE VEHICLE.: EEFICIEN:C)t; . 
Seats play an integral role in reducing overall vehicle 
weight to improve fuel efficiency and, In turn, reduce 
emissions. Lear partners with OEMs to engineer 
lightweight structures that deliver performance, 
safety and functionality. 

Weighing an industry-leading 10.9 kg, our Apex 
Low Mass front seat 8-Way power structure uses less 
material, which not only improves fuel efficiency but 
reduces waste that would otherwise end up in landfills. 
The technology optimizes mass and performance 
through advanced light-weight materials, minimizes 
complexity and provides design flexibility to meet 
various vehicle segment and OEM goals. The Apex 
Low Mass front seat saves an estimated 610,000 
metric tons of indir~ct GHG emissi~ns per.year: . : 

· .. · 

Indirect GHG (CO2) Emission Reductions from Optimization of Seat Weight 

Emission Savings Due 
to Reduction in Steel Savings 
from Advanced Engineering 

Steel Mass Saved (metric tons): 
256,500 

CO2 Savings (metric tons): 
384,000 

Emission Savings from 
Transportation of Advanced 

Engineered Seats (Reduced Weight) 

Steel Mass Saved (metric tons): 
256,500 

CO2 Savings (metric tons): 
51,000 

Emission Savings with 
Contributions to Fuel Economy 
Due to Seat Weight Reductions 

Steel Mass Saved (metric tons): 
256,500 

CO2 Savings (metric tons): 
175,000 

Total Indirect GHG Emission Savings from Optimization of Seat Weight = 

610,00 metric tons 

~ngs.are.projected if)(lirect(So:,pe 3Ep,is~).~vings_from 2019~ ~a;•~r aesig~:'cye,_~~I 1 modeJ.yea,;aii, ··"· . ' ,:• ~; 
.. Based . · " . .: · · ' . . , ·. c.t 



MAKING AN IMPACT 
Lear's lmpACT brand features a diverse product 
portfolio of natural; renewable. recyded and zero 
waste materials for. our customers. Through our 
vertically-integrated business structure, our holistic 
solutions maximize performance while addressing 
future environmental needs. 

Natural and Renewable 
Surface Materials 
• Responsible leather is a natural and renewable 

resource that is inherently durable and cleanable. 
A by-product of the meat industry, using leather 
reduces waste in landfills. 

• Natural tanning uses up to 100% natural · 
and renewable ingredients from responsibly 
harvested extracts instead of chromium. 

• Natural plant fiber is a breathable. 
moisture absorbent alternative made 
from renewable conten~ 

Recycled and Zero-"waste Solutions 
• Recycled polyester is derived from post-industrial or post-consumer polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

waste, recycled into polymer and spun into yarn. Every pound of recycled yarn conserves 1/2 gallon 
of fossil fuel. 

• Ocean waste yarn is a by-product of the fishing industry. About 5.25 trillion pieces of plastic debris 
pollute the ocean. One pound of gathered ocean waste produces one pound of yam. 

• 30 knitting minimizes or eliminates conventional trim methods, reducing waste in the cutting process 
to zero and decreasing polyurethane foam foundation. 

• Trim fasteners have been converted to recycled plastic in Europe. We are working to implement 
the technology around the world. 

• Bio-degradable delivery bags made from potato starch are being investigated as a solution to replace 
plastic delivery bags. 

• Bio polyols derived from vegetable oils are being considered as raw materials for rigid seating foam, 
replacing polyurethane. 

• Suede to replace the current polyurethane impregnation process could aid in easier end-of-life separation. 

Green Design Technologies 
• Comfort coring optimizes and reduces materials in areas of the seat not contacted by the occupant. 

Late configure systems reduce logistics and complexity through a "plug and play" modular approach. 
• Material selection processes identify alternative materials that deliver the same or better quality during the 

life of the product but are rEicycled, reused, renewable or recyclable. 
• Parasitic systems:.r~pi~cf st pibrtingacchitecture such as heavy harnesses and high-powe~ active cooling 

• .. . . systems in favo(of,_m6re efficieht displa.cernent of air and localized cooling for the occupant. .. 
. , : · ,. , 'End-of-lif~;separation:'.makes/,~dirig at the ~nd .of the producfs life eiis'ter by' reducing or eliminating . 

. . '· :the need to separate mate.rials: Lear· seats. are desigr.ed to :cor.,ply with European end-of-life feqi;iirernents'. : 
,., :· Sewing sm~ller .~afuslredoc~· seam~ to 6 inIJ}n 'rfon-criilcai ·areai to saJe:material. , ;, .. ' ' 

,., . ·• ·,. . . ~~\ \bi.~\~:,::,::,,_;. ~!"'·t~:.C:~•.:~.~~.,j}~~-~~-:. ~,.i.~ .. :,_. , -.:. _.:i\tt ;. 
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LEAR'S VIRTUALR~QVl~G ~~~ ,,,.i 
. · ' . · . . ·· . . · ' · '; ,,; ·· s't<f\'l,'.~';~1.:i'~\t 

Lear's Virtual Proving Grounds (LVPG) allows our engineers to ~ptlmlz,e · · ~, · . . · · 
electrical designs in the virtual world before building physical P<!rts for testing:., 
Using proprietary algorithms and materia~ databases develoP.ed. in-house; , ' 
our engineers can simulate ar.id accuratelY.·pr,edict a.system's.el~ctri · 
mechanical performance. · ... · .• · .< · . · ,_ \'. }:;~.'-" : t .. ,_

0
,-, 

LVPG:enables us to analyze the electr~~i'~stem from a hol~ti~:;: ~d~ ri; ,,-•:;.:_, ,c,;,,{ 
to deliyer intemgent, optif}lized 59lutiors t~t q1eet our,ius.toJ'!lers'.:fei:ht\icaJi. . . . 
objectives much more rapidly; than a 'buildiand test" r_ne.tli,od_ ... ,.., 

·· <'--: prOGessalso,savesvaluable·reSOlirces. -.· ·::. • .. · '·•O'ic~•::~, 
t1J~•?~ ·~ .._,\· :~.:. ,:::,! -~- .. . ·,;, ,;,i;;t ,· : . _.··t~ ·; .. ,··.<..·::~~:!~: ;.·~Gtl~ 
b: ,.·• -tearn more-aboijt-pur;,Virtuat Proving Gi'ounds. *'~·~ 
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QUALITY 
Delivering top-quality products requires attention to detail and constant vigilance. 
It isn't simply a box to check at the end of production. Quality management 
permeat_es our activities throughout the production process. It is how we operate. 

Our quality efforts are outlined in the Lear Quality Operating System (QOS). 
Available to all Lear global associates, our QOS is controlled by the Global Quality 
Governance Committee and led by the Global Vice Presidents of Quality and the 
Lear Global Systems Office. 

Our Quality Professionals 
Located at every Lear manufacturing facility, our quality professionals are 
responsible for confirming that our processes, products and team meet 
Lear's global quality operating standards and procedures, industry compliance 
standards, governmental compliance and OEM-specific requirements. 

To ensure consistency, our quality professionals are trained in the QOS, quality 
reference data, scorecard metrics, OEM-specific requirements, IATF:TS16949 
and industry problem-solving tools. For all new quality associates, we offer a 
QOS "on-boarding" video with an introduction to all materials in 11 languages. 

We also maintain a quality portal available to every team member. It contains all 
global procedures and process descriptions, our global system policy manual, the 
Quality Professional's Handbook and the Supplier Quality Handbook. Training 
modules for both Interactive and self-paced training on global quality procedures, 
supplier quality tracking, quality fools and robust problem solving, product-specific 
requirements, customer system requirements, warranty tracking and reporting 
methods, and quality documentation standards are also available. 

Potential Product =:lssue Resolution Process 

Qur global Potential Product Issue. Resolution Process (PPIRP) identifies critical 
· Issues that impact the performa~ce of a saleable product. Anyone with a Lear 
. login can inmate a PPIRP request to 'resolve or investigate a potential concern . 

. . . . Ttie process 'ensur~ appropriate quality and engineering resources are assigned 
.t., · iew 'c!nd addr~ potential product·issues. Comprised of leaders.in quality, 

. product engineering, our global product Compliance arjd Safety . 
"'·"~~~-~Qfges co11cerns, communication ~~d da~ retention\ :., 

'·•·' ·• . .... \,•'?J•:~~/},11.::• ,•M 
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GLOBAL QUALITY AWARDS 
FOR CULTURE 6 PERFORMANCE 
At Lear Corporation, we encourage our operational 
teams to Reach for Greatness and to share Best 
Practices to achieve operational success. We have 
two quality awards that we present within both 

~ Seating and E-Systems: the Culture of Quality 
.Award and the Performance Metrics Award. The 
submission for the Culture of Quality Award is 
a four minute or less video, identifying how and 
what the plantS are doing and have done to instill 
a strong culture of quality. We focus on employee 
engagement and empowerment, quality messaging 
within the operational units, and how the teams 
are using their collective power to ensure that 
we meet and exceed customer and industry 
expectations. The Performance Metric Awards 
identify.those plants that have met and exceeded 
industry expectations for the quality of the systems 

.. · · and the:perfonnance .of the products they provide. 
·:·· '. The Performance-Metric Awards are rated based on 

• customer 5!=0fecardst pr~s ex,ecutio·n and industry 
.• /,\compllai:ice aud{tsi :/vatse:rneasures benchmark . 

i /1:/M,co'ntinuous improvement projects, · . · 
·i··:?if . ._·>•f~,t·~~- ,.__,, ~} -~- :-.. ~: 
'( ' ,•,. ' 

Confirming and Auditing Supplier Performance 
To confirm and audit supplier performance, Lear follows AIAG Standards. All of our office and global 
manufacturing sites are industry IATF: 16949 certified. The certification process indudes our total 
manufacturing execution controls and processes, as well as Lear's management of Tier II and Tier Ill 
suppliers. We work with our suppliers in many ways. 

• As part of the annual re-certification process, Lear's product, process and control of purchased 
materials is reviewed using Purchasing Risk Management Systems and supplier scorecard metrics. 

• We meet with our core suppliers each quarter to review their supplier scorecards, quality, innovation. 
future business opportunities, ~SG, sustainability and strategy partnership opportunities . . · 

• Our Central and Regional Supplier Management Teams at Seating and E-Systems audit our suppliers' 
planning management systems and resources for executing new programs. The teams also manage 
daily supplier performance, change requests, escalation or emerging issues. audits and Continuous 
Quality Improvement (CQI} compliance. 
Lear's Quality Management Teams at Seat ing and E-Systems confirm daily product _execution, track 
scorecard metrics, ensure industry requirements are met for each manufacturing location, manage 
warranty issues and sufficiency planning, and oversee-supplier quality management. 

• Each year, we review product risk drivers with the Global Compliance Team to confirm actions . 
and systems are in place. to mitigate any risks. 

Learn abol.!t 6~~ Supplier Portal and our Global Regui:ements Manua! foi- Suppliers. : 

View Lear~ Supplier Sustainability 'Policy:C ,· ;- · . 
. · ... •. ..- ... 



PRODUCT SAFETY 
Lear is committed to product safety and compliance. We have inst ituted 
proactive company-wide processes to comply with every customer, legal 
and product regulation worldwide. 

Lear has a global Potential Product Issue Resolution Process (PPIRP) that 
is used for critical issues that impact a saleable product in such a way 
that a critical characteristic may not meet its required performance. It is 
focused on PRODUCT risk, and anyone with a Lear login can initiate a 
PPIRP request for resolution or investigation of a potential concern. PPIRP 
ensures appropriate quality and engineering resources are aSSigned to 
review and addr~ potential issues. 

Lear has a Global Product Compliance and Safety Committee in 
each business unit comprised of leaders in quality, legal and product 
engineering who manage concern escalation, communication and 
data retention. 

Substances of Concern 
Our product engineering teams ensure compliance with customer 
and legal product specif ications including Global Automotive 
Declarable Substance List (GADSL) related material content. When 
designing new products, our engineers use only accepted materials 
and eliminate prohibited Substances of Concern (SOC) under 
applicable laws and regulations. 

t}LEAR 
..,.. .. · 

Chemical Risk Management 
Lear uses the International Material Data Syste~ (IMDS) to disclose the content of every 
product and report the analysis of chemical content from the supply chain to our customers. 
As part of the automotive community, we embrace the GADSL. which monitors restricted 
substances beyond legal requirements. 

Lear's program management teams are responsible for meeting product regulations and 
material reporting requirements. Each manufactunng plant completes production part 
approval processes (PPAP) with our customers and requires PPAP submissions from our 
suppliers, including compliance with IMDS. 

SUPPLIERS 
+IMDS 

LEAR FAOUllES 
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Adopting sustaiik;bt~ deveiopril~nt-g6als'. champ~ning human rights and .· 
supporting animal welfare .fonn'the foundation fofour ESG · and corporate 
·responsibilifyefforts. Arotihci the world, Lear·employees assist a wide rarige . ,; : •. 
of charitable of,ganizationsi contributing their-time;;tre-asure and .taients : .. 
tomakethewortoabetterplac?.: •.: · . · ::1f:.;-, . >;- . 
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: such as Focus on ,tne'D.nve~l:'one Planet One Lear' ano Ope'ration GIVE; our ; ' : . . 
· team' meinbersarey,t<irkin.9 to rjiln'il]iize ti-ye:,lmpac;f'.6ur ~usiness activities .· . 
· ,and products-have' ¢n';t!,eJ iwironrrient;while'maxiriiiZing ,our.value·:' ··. 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
Lear is committed to partnering with industry and society in implementing sustainable 
development goals. We recognize the United Nations Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development. Adopted by all United Nations members in 2015, these 17 goals provide 
"a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into 
the future." We believe that tackling the problems of economic well-being, education 
and environmental conservation can spur economic growth. 

Learn more at sustainabledevelopment.un.orq. 

O.ir soc·al res;:1cr1s,b1,1ty ef'.'orts are closely al1gred 
with these goa,s See~ a0 ,d 
~:or examples f•orr aro;;nd the \',Of d. 
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UN GLOBAL COMPACT 
Lear is considering taking steps to align with and become a signatory to the United Nat ions Global Compact, an 
international frameworlc for the largest corporate sustainability initiative in the world. The compact sets universal 
principles for human rights, labor, anti-corruption and environmental protection. Companies pledge to: 

• Operate responsibly in alignment with universal sustainability principles 
• Take actions to support society 
• Commit to the effort at the organizat ion's highest level, pushing sustainability throughout the organization 
• . Report annually on ongoing efforts 

Engage locally wherever the company has a presence 

More than 12,000 organizations from 160 countries currently participate in the compact. 



Lear uses only components made from, raw mat~ria.ls _that:are ~tracted/ .:·:· ,. . 
transported. traded. processed and exported from validated sources; wherever ' 
practical. To ensure the people arid environmentswtiere we do business are' : . 
protected-even in places tar.from our.direct supply bglse-:-L.ear h~• cleveloped • · 
and adopted a Conflict Miri'erals Sourcing Policy. 'Through t~is.program: .. , · ' 

. . ·.. . ... ' ' . .. 

We require leg~l an~ ethi;;.I ~ourcirig'cif:materjals)n our supply.cnai~. Ou_r . 
suppliers are obligated to perform due diligericfof their 'respective supply chains . 
to understa_nd ~\i report th~ conte~t 9f ~ parts ~hey provide to Lear. · · 

,•-:: ·•.· 
Re:adour Annual Conflict Mineral Report. 

.·: · .. :·::;:.;c,i~J11kl 
· A0:sle,p 
framework:\/ . ·.· . ;\~~';,' . 

Every yea'r, we disclose the use of conflict.materials originating in the Democratic 
Republic oj the Congo, and adjoin in~ -~oun.tries. We also us~ an ~ctiye mapping _':: -:_,>?; _-. . : ~ · -. ·. . .. ' -. , " . ,. ,;-~ 
process to ensure1hatthe ,compa,ny !S driving toward confhct~fr!!€ so1:1rqng •of all •:. . ; ~ L~o/ -~ an act,ive member of ,i!lf~ 
materialsusedinourproducts . . · . . •· · , · . / . · ..•. ,.,.,_"::'•'? •... Groop,(AIA~-~~W~a~9..~~ 

. · · · .' . ·. ···· .:·• ... •·,. ·,·· ... ... .. ·.:--,ResponslbteBusmess Alhan 
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manufacturers and peersv1a the AutornotJVe lndustry Act\OOJar,oop~Vrlt.!.f3) 
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HUMAN RIGHTS 6 ANIMAL WELFARE 
Lear is committed to protecting human rights and supporting animal welfare 
in our local communities and within our global supply chain. 

Championing Human Rights 
We uphold the highest standards of ethical behavior and require compliance with 
all legal requirements. Lear respects and supports the United Nations Universal 
Dedaration of Human Rights, including the right to: · 

Diversity, equal opportunity and respect for employees, 
contractors and supply chain partners 

• Dignity and social protection 
• Free choice of employment 
• Adequate standard of living 
• Sufficient and tiealthy food and water 
• Peaceful assembly 
• Rest and leisure 

Protection from exploitation, violence and abuse 

Learn more about Lear's Code o f Business Compliance and Ethics 
and Corporate Governance Guidelines 
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and Suppfier Sustainability Policy . . 

Five Freedoms for A nimals 
We expect our extended supply chain to implement industry-best policies and 
practices for the ethical treatment of animals. Lear believes iri the humane 
treatment of animals, including the: 

· Freedom from hunger and thirst · 
• Freedom from discomfort 
• Freedom from pain, injury and disease 
• Freedom to express normal behavior 

• Freedom from fear and distress 



COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS 
Supporting human rights. expecting respect, avoiding corruption, 
ensuring data privacy and providing a safe work envi ronment- all 
of these issues affect our employees every day. To ensure a culture 
of integrity, we have developed a broad Compliance and Ethics Program. 

Oversight 
We set the tone from the top. Our Compliance and Ethics Program 
is managed by the Compliance Department and led by our Chief 
Compliance Officer (CCO}. Each quarter, the CCO reports the type, 
region and outcome of substantiated daims as well as training completion 
rates and material compliance-related concerns to the Audit Committee 
of our Board of Directors. 

Po4'id~s and Training 
Our Code of Conduct and Compliance Policies describe our expectations 
. In detail. New employees are introduced to the program during a thorough 
onboarding-process. qrigoing training and certification campaigns educate 
employees :on key compliance issues and risk areas. Salaried employees 
complete at least four. orilii:ie training .sessions each year. · 

:,./· . . ·..;_:: : . •·· ,~ ·:3<· . :.: '. ·. ·. . •" 
During due diligence and.:in,tegration processes, new acquisitions are 
i!ssessed for com '• ' . (~; :policies are 1mplen:iented, ?rid .e~p_loyees 
are tcairied on prqgram. .. \\ 

Reporting Concerns 
and Continuous Improvement 

Employees are encouraged to report concerns via an online portal, email or phone. 
To maintain confidentiality, reports may be made anonymously or privately. 

Any invest igations and recommendations are reviewed during monthly meetings with 
our CCO and human resources, internal audit and legal departments. Investigations not 
only resolve any issues but provide opportunities for cont inuous improvement to ensure 
that everyone who works at Lear upholds our values. 

1 



FOCUS ON THE DRIVE, DISTRACTED 
DRIVING AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
Every day in the United States, more than 1,000 people are injured, and nine 
people are killed by a distracted driver. Motor vehide crashes are the #1 leading 
cause of death for our children. 

. . 
Lear ,is taking a stand against distracted driving, not just for our employees but for 
everyone who-sits. behind the wheel, rides as a passenger,· c;,r walks or bikes on the 
'road. Stand with us1arid_ take the pledge to bring _an end to:distracted driving at . 

~ a dad tel, hs personal story abc:Jt distracted 
c,iving and learn how 1t drives our m.ss'on 

·-lear. F.ocusOnTheDrive. -·' -. . __ ·,,,. · _._. :;-

l\,,;:t:•: ~:t:t{?':':1 :<<'?J ·: 0100+ ~~~J~ i'~~: ~6~i6LEDGE -



·SAFETY 
Around the world, our employees follow Lear's global safety standards. Our employees are 
recognized for achieving safety performance metrics, engaging in safety activities, implementing 
EHSS directives, developing safety innovations and transferring best practices to other facilities. 

Occupat ional Injury & Illness Rates 
Lear reports injury rates for both temporary (contract) and Lear employees. 

• The lost time injury rate Is the number of lost t ime injuries per 200,000 hours worked. 
Lear's rate was slightly higher in 2018. 

• The total recordable injury rate calculates the number of recordable Incidents per 100 
people. Lear's 2018 rate decreased over 2017. · 
Occupational illnesses and diseases are not prevalent within our company. 
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CELEBRATING 10 YEARS WITH 
NO ACCIDENTS OR INCIDENTS 
MEXICO . 

The 450 employees at Lear's Mexico Trim Operations Villa Ahumada Plant 
celebrated an outstanding safety record: 1 O years with 110 accidents or registered 
safety incidents. During the festivities, a safety light representing the amount 
of days without accidents was revealed as a symbol the plant's safety culture. 

EAGLE OTTAWA THAILAND 
RECEIVES ZERO ACCIDENT AWARD 
THAILAND 

The Thailand Institute of Occupational Safety and Health presented its Zero Accident 
Award to Eagle Ottawa Thailand for achieving more than 7 million working hours 
without an accident The Zero Accident Campaign requires confirming accident 
statistics and demonstrating superior occupational health and safety management. 

UK SITES WIN ROSPA 
GOLD AWARDS ... AGA IN 
UNITED KINGDOM 

The Lear UK Coventry plant received its fifth consecutive 
Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents-(RoSPA) ·, . ,·~ 
Health and Safety Gold Award. In addition, our Reddltch, :' / l ... 
E~gland and Guilford Europe facilities celebrated ~eii,~ · \,./Uf</;j 
third consecutlVe Gold Awards. The honor recognizes · ,; :M~;- /5{1(!.1 
performance based on 10 key criteria as well as acdileirt;/(, < ... •: 
health and enforcement data. ·. ' · \>.;, · . (tY<).1 

·:•·: .,~ ''· ~-. 



OPERATION GIVE 
From senior executives to new team members. Lear employees dedicate 
themselves to a wide range of charitable service organizations in our global 
communit ies. We are proud of our long history of community involvement. 
Through Operation GIVE, we continue to volunteer, support and give back 
to causes that benefit society and those in need. 

Learn more about how Lear is getting involved in communities. 



RAISING FUNDS FOR SURGERY 
ASSISTANCE AND FIRST AID CENTERS 
ROMANIA 

When a team member was diagnosed with cancer, our plant in lasi held an autumn fair 
to help pay for medical expenses. Some employees cooked seasonal products for auction, 
while others bought the items and the proceeds were donated to help their co-worker. 
In addition, about 11 o Lear team members-the largest team from a local company-
participated in a marathon race to raise funds for the construction of five first aid centers 
in the city. 

"We're proud that the Lear lasi team knows how to get together for work, fun and a good 
cause with such great and a_/truistic goals. • 

Olga Lefter 
Plant Manager 

DONATING .OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
FOR TRAINI.N-G·s·cHOOLS 

.SPAIN · 
':"' ,~.;'. • .• ·.,:t~;., ' :· • . 

Team· members io Valencia donated office equipment, induding ·1 s laptops; printers, ·:•: ,.. . _ 
desktop.,compoters and monitO!S, t0 the Angel Tomas_ Foundation. The organization '. .. ,. -'' 
supports cruldcare. centers, ~ducatio_n, imm\gration assistance and youth camps. The 
equipment wi,11 pe ~ for the Family and Labor. Insertion Program; which offers 

•· ·training.and.job opP.ortur:iltles for y9.li.rig people:·: · 
: . . ) .. . ,.ff: -~~:_,?;;i,~:_.:~t:·~ - ;~~~~' .. ··: t: 

.. . ·; •,;;; 

~- ;.~~;~ ).~~?;~~::t~~-' ... 

;;}!ii~~, ;:::i::::r.i::,:: .. i . 

ADOPT-A-BABY 
PROGRAM 
SOUTH AFRICA 

Team members iri Pcirt E.lizabeth, South Africa 
volunteered to '.' adopt a baby" through the 
Twinkle, lwinK~ Little Star care Home, The 
initiative allows the Lear team to donate Items 
to a·specific child who.has been aband6ned, · 
abused or neglected; or infected with HIV/AIDS 

. ·orJetal.alcohof syndrome. The ~6me:S mission 
is to nurture, love and help develop children's 
physical, emotional andcognitive 'abilit ies·arid . . 
. provide a· ~ fe environment conducive toJ:1ealth 
and growth. The plants team visited the home 

. - to eersonall}i distribute Lear's donatjqrrs. . . 

REP(?_R't ·',,;s·o_ 
~::/'!:), 
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OU R PEOPLE AND CULTURE 
At Lear. we are a family, unified in our shared values and goals. Our culture 
is built on several concepts confirmed in our day-to-day efforts. We are 
One Lear working to achieve mutual goals because Together We Win. 

Numerous programs support this philosophy, from diversity and inclusion 
to leadership development and education. All are based on our core values 
of respect and integrity. To ensure our cuhure actively demonstrates these 
values. we continuously engage our team members, asking them to help 
drive positive change in all of Lear's locations around the world. · 



EMPLOYEE ENGAGEM. 
Ohe Lear: Toget her We Win 

.· Lear's future success will be driven by the collective 
power of our people. We will only achieve 'the next 
level of excellence by working together as One Lear. 

Together We Win CTWN) is a global employee 
engagement program focused on driving cultural 
change in our operations. The initiat ive is built 

· around four key elements: 

Leadership 
• Work Environment 
• Employee Involvement 
• Teaming 

. . . ' ·. ;.'' ' . .-_~,;}" ";.;~:fr 
. Together We Win unites .. i·6f.ooo:~ 9y ·. . 
the globe in achieving excel!ericai6 . . " . 
operations andyemf)/RY~!~~~e. 
as qualify, er:riployee absent~ism •. 
perl.ormaiice, ~nd opera~!orial effidt 

• • • . /~, : 0 l~t':~~~; 



GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT SU 
In 2016, Lear investigated how to establish a robust and ongoing survey process to assess 
employee engagement. This kicked-off in 20 17 with North American Just-In-Time (JJD 
launched globally in 12 different languages in 2018. 

Since its inception, the standard and globally introduced survey has obtained feedback 
from more than 94,000 employees in 139 locations in 20 countries. Our goal is to deploy 
65 additional surveys before the end of 2019. · 

Our survey evaluates: 

• Relationships between employees and leadership 
• Employee recognit ion 
• Retention 
• Health and safety 
• Motivation 
• Respect in the workplace ... ,•,;. 

,,..<;;(\/;,-

SharePoint is our employee engagement "hub." The online tool helps-our gl~b~I{~){ 
team members share feedback and photos, collaborate on projects a~d track ,t!:i · 
progress. Any plant can use the site to request a pulse survey, prepare and .faun· 
the questionnaire, analyze results, drive change through th~ tool'.s playbook;, · 
develop an action plan and assign tasks to team members, arid tiack tl:ie. pJant 's,,;: 
status in the scorekeeper. · · · · · ·: ;-· · • · · · · · "• . .,, 

Over 50% of the plants we have surveyed for TWVI/ have started their road to a ;; 
"Together We Win''. culture by implementing the Playbook Plays,_ a;;L!!~~,clir~te~ ,; 
standard approach to training and transfor1T1ing ·plant.culture,. Plays i_ncluile IJoS:tin 
ergonomics awareness trainings, team leader talks, and .. implementirig lunch · 
learns. Most of these plants take their -cultura] -transforrr,i'aticihs a'·step f ur{tier),' 
hosting post-survey focus groups with_ their employeesaod devele>pigg~a,,custo 
action plan to address some of the.feedback collected. For eicample;'.,t l;ie.·lasi,-tr' 
plant ln Romania has fully implemented ·a calenda[ of;eomn:iuriity:services'~{ 
of their action plan. · .. · -:. : .'. · · .. -... Y ·-<)-_" \ 

EUROPE, 18% 

ASIA: z,r. 
SOUTH AMER1CA: 6% 



LABOR 
At Lear, we believe the best way to deliver the highest quality products 
and services is to create and maintain a work environment that fosters 
collaboration. interaction. tolerance and respect. The foundation of our 
strong work environment is a belief in championing human rights and fair 
labor principles throughout our global organizati_on. . . _ 

Child and Forced Labor· 
In accordance with our Global Labor Standards, we do not employ children under 
the legal age in any location. Lear does not use forced or involuntary labor of any 
kind or tolerate phys1Cally abusive disciplinary practices. In addition, our global 
purchasing terms and conditions prohibit our suppliers and their subcontractors 
from using _any type of child or forced labor or engaging in abusive or corrupt 
b!,ls_iness practices in all regions where we have operations. 

Harassment and Discrimination .. --· 
We are committed to providing-all employees with ;;i" professi~nal . '· 
worldng environment, free fr.om unlawful. discrimination and harassment. 
We provide equal opportunity in all aspects of employment. striving . 
tC> make employment decisions-based 6n the facts and individual merit. 
As desqibed in our Equal Employment Opportunity Policy and : 

. _ Harassment Free Workplace Policy. we.will not tolerate disc.rimination 
",or harassment-of any kind. 

, 2i:~~i:~~' 
.)'?(~}.~' . 4-•·"-

• :~ • .;"' :,: i,.'. •:.,' • .'· 

J~t 

Freedom of Association 
It is Lear's ~ not to interfere with our employees· right to freedom of 
association. In accordance with international labor standards, Lear does not 
tolerate an~ harassment or discrimination against workers, worker representatives 
or trade union members because of their interest, membership or affiliation 
with a trade union or legitimate trade union activity. Employees have the ~ght to 
choose to affiliate or not to affiliate with legally-sanctioned organizations without 
unlawful interference. Where trade uriions are present, Lear;s policy is to deal with• 
them fairly and conduct negotiations i_n a purposeful and ·non-adversarial manner. 
As noted in our Supplier Sustainability Policy. we expect our suppliers to 
respect their employees· rightto freedom of association. · 

Corrupt Business Practices 
We are committed to c~nducti·ng business ethically throughout the world. 
Lear pr~hibits _giying or p'.omising to give anything of value to employees 

_ or r~presentat1ves of foreign govem,:nents or governm~ntal agencies, political 
parties. pollt«:al candidates or custpll)er~ to obJain or retain business. . 

· H ~iitb· arid.,'safet/ 
. .::•··' . . ' . . ... ' ~;,,. 

~ear provi~es a~d :m~iirtains 'ilsafe :a~d Healthy work environment for au' employees. 
We meet·or exc!?eil applicable local standards for occupational safety and health. 
Learn·more in olir Enviroiuneiitaf; Health/Safety & Sustainability Policy. 

• • . • . ... • . •·.• + 



LABOR BENEFITS 
We value our team members and strive to create a supportive culture for them and their families. In today's 
hectic world, balancing work and family can be difficult. Lear offers creative ways to help our team members 
achieve a work/life balance. These opportunities vary by location, depending on what makes sense culturally 
and competitively. Here ·are a few examples: 

• Maternal and parental leave 
• Flexible operating hours 
• 16 - 18 holidays per year, following our major customers· work schedule which includes a very generous 

break at Christmas 
• Paid vacation for all Lear employees globally 

In our bargained and non-bargained locations. Lear may also provide: 

• Free Employee Assistance Programs (EAP} which help with numerous personal and family issues including 
relationship and family conflicts, substance abuse, grief and loss, and menta.I health. The EAP also 
supports employees with information and resources to meet work/life needs such as finding childcare 
or elder care, home searches, college planning for dependents, vehicle purchases and home repairs. 
Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts help support families with childcare costs in the USA: 

• Time off with pay to volunteer and support charitable i~iti~es · • · ·· · · · · 
16 - 18 holidays per year, following our major customers' ~ork schedule which includes a very generous 
break at Christmas · ., · 
Vacation provided in the first year of employment and progressing up to four weeks per year.· . 

• Extremely fair absenteeism policies supported by the local work team to alleviate.unpiaoned·oi · 
·emergency time off ·· · · 

. • • ~ewards for perfect attendance . . 
• . ifovert.ime pay << .. ·. 
• Wellness .campajgl)St o support emplowe health . 

····:1·:1;1:;it1:~t!t:t!1 
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Lear's leading role as a global innovator in automotive seating and electrical': 
distribution systems encompasses more than products and.processes. Our 
people drive our success. 

With 161,000 employees around the world, we are a diverse group. We 
value diversity and indusion (D&I) because it makes Lear a better company. 
When each of us contributes our abilities and varied viewpoints, all of us 
benefit from growing together and developing a better understanding of 
our complex world. Diversity in the workforce entails valuing dimensions of 
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, culture, national origin, skills, age, 
education, military service and general life experiences. 

A key element of our compants.'15ion, is being recognized as an employer of ' 
choice. We seek to recruit, hire.and retain the best from every background · 
and community around the world, ensuring we have the best talent avaaable, 
to maintain our competitive edge:, . ·. ,,,,, , .. . . · · ' < .. : :•·· ,·. 

•:•:. 

We also recogn(re,that .int~~J:a~l,teat/~viile a cbn\erst~ni ~cf all... :·. . .· 
that we do. We ~¢¢t?oth ~rciQ'l our workforce :an.d busin~~ pa~lstf,; ,. <;; · ., 

Learn mo~ about,tii~ ~ ar,~usio~'.~~;l~~P: ::<- : '<,t~:~': ''•::;1,Jr;r~~;~.E 

► O,er one third of our Board of D ·ector$ 1$ co-npron·,,ed 
oi womer or mmorrt,es 

D&I ()wnership 
To make a meaningful and lasting impact, we believe our D&I efforts should begin 
with leadership and apply globally throughout the entire organization. 

• · Our Bci~rd of Directors reviews a pay 'equity analysis arid revi~s D&I key 
performance .indicators annually. In addition, diverse candidate target slates 
are setw ithinlear's talent acquisition strategy and updated annually. · : 

• bur- chief dilier.sity officer (COO) is responsible for l~ading our D&l efforts, 
·wtrich·lire reviewed·with our senior vice president of human resources bi-
. weeklY:and o~i CEO every m,6nth, . 

· · . .Our·human resources, commuh'ity relations and supplier diversity departments 
-colialiprate .with our CDO to coordinate efforts across functions. The team 
drives. events; ·community ·supporJ:, training and programs to attract, retain, 

. ·develop 9~d promote· d(verse talent. 

. '.:M,n'.ority ·.E~ga$e.rrye~t 
>:r~ bur t orporate _9ffice anif,ti:S. pl~J~, t m_works ':'Jith several organizations 
· '' :' to help fill our pipeline with·-diverse talent indudingthe: 

';,> . ' ,,_ . ·✓ . ;;., :, ' . :-·" .~ : • 
• Y "rilational Society of Blatk-1:ngfneers (NSBE) 

.· National Blaci<:MBA)\s5ociati~ri:(NBMBAA) 
. . womeni>f-tciJkonterence· . . 
:; .: ; $oci~ of v.-'oinen Engin~rs . 

·.' We:also support these groups through internships •. externships, ·corifere□i:e 
participation and spons!)rships. ·• · 

LE;RSUSTA.-~AB11.1rv-rti i>-0R-rt ss · 
. , ,I! . .' ·.. ·"-;-·. , 

;_~{jf// , . ,.; · •-~/~ 1.: .. : . .:.t:;Jt}i~ s:;}ltll 
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
D&I is a strategic imperative and a key element of -0ur core 
values at Lear. To emphasize its importance, Lear includes 
diversity in the leadership model behaviors used to evaluate all 
employees every year. For example, employees are expected to: 

• Lead with integrity, as One Lear, Getting the Right Results 
the Right Way based on 18 leadership attributes 

• Create diverse teams and encourage diversity of thought 
• Use Leadership Report Cards to evaluate how leaders 

Lead the Business, Lead Others, and Lead the Future ~vith 
emphasis on supporting a diverse and.inclusive culture 

• Value differences and leverage individual strengths 
and·diverse perspectives to.f ind the best solutions 

Lear also embeds D&I in our global leadersl)lp training 
progr-ams, including: · 

• One Lear Mindset 
• Together We Win 

• Emerging Leaders Development Program ' · 

• Expect Respect 

Employee Resource Groups (ERG) 

Our team members are welcome to join several employee-led groups made up of individuals 
who share common interests, backgrounds or demographic factors such as gender, race or age. 
These Employee Resource Groups (ERG) give team members the opportunity to be heard, valued 
and engaged in driving the company's success. 

Global Resources & Opportunities for Women (GROW) is committed to. attractir\g, 
retaining, and grovving female talent at Lear by promoting.the positive visibility of. women . 
through community impact, an.indi:lsive work enviroom~nt ~ an Expect Respect culture,..: 
With over 20 global chapters, GROW has beer instrumental in establishing many programs.,;: : 
such as on-site drug addiction and d9mestic violence counseling for..female emplqyees arid •. 
medical care for pregnant women in·Mexjco, and mentoring and assistance for future. moms · · 

.:and dads in South America . · '.:·:. · ,. ·· ." .; ... , . · ~· :· 
• Lear Young Professionals (LYP) is dedk~ed ~o helping all young prcitk;ionals ,cjevelop . 

professionally and personally. LYP provides networking opportunities within Lear and the . 
surrounding community, and support for on,boarding, engaging, developing an~. re~<1i[ling 
young professionals. · -' · .' • ' · .. :.: ,,.~. · .:: . . i \. ·~· ",., . . · 

• ·. Lear African. AncestJY.. llletwork:(LAA~) helps attra.a', ';etain''a~ci d~~t9.R ~~v;.[llpl9yees 
: of African descent to support an.inclusiveworl(eiw'i.i:orymei;:,~/ 1.AAN,:highfignts rea'uiting; .:., 

. :-;. support and volunt~er service to drive comml:lnityimpac:t and.a\,vareness·ai:nong African · 
. Ancestit populations. LAAN v.ias established in 291t, :.'.: •>:( J . {, :\,:;,,r ';_,,'. ··-i'<·" 

· ~ , ':Leaqndian· Origin Ne!Work,(U<;>N) see'5s ~o attract; 'fetair, af1~9f°'«,Pf?Tessiona]~pf ., . . 
. ··. Jndian origin to drive an inclasive work environmeht-for,the success of:the .tear. bUSiness • . , .. , , 

·. .: ., LION memHeis aim to eogage iQ outre!ICh events.and)n'.~k~Jl;P~\ve irnP.3~. e>0;an,t_~e~· . '.(; .. ·s:· 
,;:-: ~-

. ·. "' =_ 
.I ' ·;r-· . 
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LGBTQ Support 
Lear has earned a 100% score· on the Homan Rights Campaign's Corporate Equality Index°'"··• i 

in 2017 and 20 18. We support the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ} ·, 
community as a corporate member of the Detroit Regional LGBT Chamber of Commerce;. '. : 
corporate sponsor of the Ruth Ellis Center and community partner for the 2018 GLAAD/ • 
Campus Ambassador Program. Through our U.S. benefit program, we also offer same'sex .. . 
spousal and partner benefits; transgender-inclusive benefi~ and adoption benefits. · · 

\(' . . 

. : .: · 

·.supp I ie( D ive r~ity 
•·•. :.;. • . ··"::'. -- --_✓• .. ' ' 

Our D&I effcirts also extend to our suppliers and the local • 
· community. Lear is a corporate member of more than 1 o diversity 
. :pari:rierships including the .National Minority Supplier Development 

· . Council (NMSDC), Michigan Minority Supplier Development Council 
(MMSDC), Women's Business Enterprise ,National Council, and 
Gay and Lesbian Chamber.of Commerce. No potential.supplier is 
precluded from consideration on t.he basis of race, color, religion, 
sex, age or national origin. Suppliers are·expectecFt6 understand 
and comply with Lear's Code of Business Condu~:and ·Ethics .. . 

► Lea' has bee'.l a rnernbe' of the B1l ,1on Collar Roundtable 
s nee 2016, speno ng $4.3 billion with minority• 
wcmen- ano vete1 an-ow-ed supolie·s in last five yeirs. 

• : • • ~:_ ~ , -·:~ ✓:~:::· ✓~~ l~~~ii;~~ 
Learn more about:Lear'.s Suppfier'Divemfy·~olicy. 

. . . .. . . ,::;j,.):iir!;J:·•. 
Expect Respect ' · ··: .:· r};ffe/J::..> .:",, ... 

• • • H • • • :·:·· ~1)}1;·. ~~~i~ ~ • • ' 

At Lear, we expect all emp)o~es and'~pplie~ partrl¢rs to ~pect. . . 
each. other. Our global. Expect Respectoeampaigr1 .pro.motes ·bur··,, .. , · 

.. , t.anti-harassment, nondiscrimination and zero-tolei¼nc:e for,retaliatiorr 
~. ··.?policies as well as~cornplaint reporting resources.'Jhe,campaigr\ ; , ' 

; "P,rovides salaned:'o;iline :tr~inirtg pl~ globat.t:' . . . .. ..-' 
tralning with hourly employ~. . .. 

::: · ·, ,~;i.,~1S1te1csR'·j,i::o>,: 
.. . .,, ""'';•·r\:.;:,/}\: 
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and grow. These programs are based on the tl,iree'.aspects.-of ou:r · .. · · ' •. · · , · ··· · · ' · 
Leadership Model. , · '° ,· · ... ;, ' '.. :' · ·· ·· . . p ur Emerging:Leaders Development Program is a 12:mcinth~eadership arid o.usiness course · ~ . 

· · • · · · ,., ·· · · ... , . designed to develop high-potential managers and directors; Each quarter; ciindidates ai'e" trained · 
• One Lear Mindset · :~:,: , !n tools and competencies designed to fuel success. To maximize learoirig and optimize our · 

By expanding our fo.cu.s f!om loca! fa!=ilities to. the global : investment, leaders teach leaders at monthly lur:ich and learn sessions host·ed by key executives 
,· .organization, One-'Lear ef)COurages employees to proactively .. · .. • :, ·who !?resent topics ~uch as leadership, c~reer pathing, lessons learned and business upda!~s.-

... communicate, collaborate, builc;l relationships,.ci-eate diverse - Cahd1dat~s the~ share,key lessons to their own tearns,o.allo~n~ thell)J(?•rnasu~r concepts . 
. i:eains and give back to communities across the world. treated; . and practice skills, -- ' · · i ·:.. 

;ii;::~~~i~e;~hn:~;~!"a~:1!:~:~t~~r~~~~a;i::~P. .·CEQ -.A~ademy. "· "·-• :- ) :?t ·::·7·<· , 
proo,ote diversityJind community service. - " • • • . .. . -. . ,.. . . . ." , .. : .. · ;".-":-: , . 

• · Get Res:ults the ~ght Way· . . . .. . · _ : Lear's CEO. Academy· is' o~r premi~r .leadership development•opportuAify,, Twice eacti year, a select 
There are many ways to get.results. At Lear. we get results.the· - · , group,of nine le~ders ·represent\ng-diverse functions and backgl'Oul)ds are inyited to,paitlapate .. ' 
rightway: by working as a team, :understanding our customers'. · ma week-long~eadersh1p immersion eventw.lth our CEO. Assigr:ied pre-woikin preP.a~t1on for 
needs, showing resp~; empowering others: f!)aldng ~ound and . the academy, ead\:participantmust present a bold busir:iess idea to help,drive. Lear's success . .. 
timely decisions, focusing. on lorig-tenn. goq]s instead of short-· _ _ ParticiJiants bujld r~!ationsl:iips, g~in,exposure, •g_et feeil_back ~oo,exP,ci~d their ~rspei:tiv~s while 
term gains, and 'i,nvesting in ou(talent for the future: Through ,,.-, taking adv~ntage·of the oppo~µ_nlty t6 significantly impacttl)e busioess, .-~.-~;" : •· ,i"'f,c;'. ·: 

·[~i~~i~~;;" .. _.;.t::J:'.?('··i:_:_;I:_~:.:_jt,:.,•.: .• _\_·_•·.-,:_-.•.·_·.·, ... o .. · .. •••:•.·~...,-::::-•:·_••.,-.::••.•,·:•·~·:'iv•:;.•_·:_:._;_;,,:\.f.i~l!~&;,~ 
recognize ~ther teal!! ~~!11bers. for thf r 5optri~':¢.i<?~:•Th~ ) ;aR , ·~· -., \ .-. , . :_.,: .• :)· x~ . 0.: . • ~- , e" = .. 
disagree·with~.ut be1ng,a\5ilgr~able. • .J •::;:_.,, · .·'-' >'i~·,;;-.> s. · • : · ,,,, · :,,,; • · · .. · ., ...... ... · :::+}::~~i;l~:·,.,.. . .,:,,c\•··· · . 

;;:ii~s,1.•·_;t_:_ .. '.·.,,,,,r.'), .. ; .... · _:::~i0~'" 
"' ,,.,,, ..:.·· ~ ... ~ •,,. ,/tt>: . 
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.LE A·rsE~R stH-1-P0::\)1 s s Es s'.·rvtE;N ~t-. s' 
.; • .. .... ,,:. • ,, ,..,t_' • : • ~-

we believe gre~lead~rs treate::greit,~ ltures; ·g!'eat cultur~ a~raa and retain ttie best talent, 
and:the best tal~i;lt"wi~in_:ifie marketplace. T.hafis why increasing the numb_er;of leaders who Get . 
Res_ults the Right Way is :a c:eiiµ-al focus at Lear. We-want all -einploy~s·at Lear.to work with a great 

· leacfer,1.ear evaluates ~e strength of ourleaclersh1p through_ a variety of proc~s .. , . . . 
.::·~·/;~_ .. .... ~ .?:.~ ·,,'~J~~c1:~,(~:-•,r:··:< :·;· -.::i~"' ·- ·.\,~· . ·" . . : . =_•.- :. ,'= .. 

fe~_d.efship,'.fffai6H ta'ra . 
/Ji~. . --~-.. : ,:./~\•~;·,. ·"">{;''. (.~ ·.· ... · .• ' . ·-- ~ .·. .. . . ( 

-Our.a,:1nual.leadership ~epcirtCard assessei;.each leader"based on spedfi(oehavior, peeded fo. .• ·. . 
execute our' business striitegy. co~di:lcted_by.a selectl6n'ofthe leaders peei-s.aoo.tneir cJirect rel)9rts,' 
'the i'~ort card measures t!)ree aspects c;>f leadership:." •. . ·-. .. ·. . .. 
• ;, 'Lei"a;-~ .·e·tisil~-:- ·>_:_;❖:·\ •: : = .-- .. :·•. ?·:_ :?~-~ . . ··· .. · · -~::;.~-:~sr~·::· ,· · --: . 

leadeis arefcx:usedon dr)ving dhe Lear r~ ltS::Mis.sions, goals and priciities"are, communicated 
. in a simple,:clea"r'and contlse manner to-all lev~s of the organization to achie~e•a 'Togetper We . 
, .. Win culture, A strategic 0ew of pfiorities an~._P.[oblems ensure ,effeaive and _efficient plans are. 

iriplace-to drive .optimal l.)utcomes -fy>qhe organization. · .. . , 
• Leads}p~ers· ": .. "i.\;~;; .. <t::-, >(_,-- .. : -: -: . " ;' . a :? . 

f~amwo,:t rathef.itha_n. inaivj'aual talent/ is paramount. Breaking down silos to pro,mote mutually · ; : ·.
:supp_ortiVe effc>$ acco.rnplishes our·,overall_ misSion and achieves su.ccess for the organ_lzatlon. : 

. , Foa.ised.on Ge~ng Results :tht? Right.Yay, leaders treat people .as people, ensdring we-are : . 
. ; :)ielpful to ourteariisand-~:,S ~s.w~ 99-about ou.r:work. :·.,. . . . · .· . 

.. ·-~'\ 'i.~ dsthe•filba~.,j:~t::~(\:-:::-?;-.r:t:.::~t:~;.~:-/(~'.t; ~·~:;~, ... ~..: ::.~·-~:~·,_~:/ · ·~?:~-:t(.-··. /. ···:_,:,'.:'. .<":;· + • 

' ,Leaders b~ikfaDci:nwi11taih''i?P.~~-~1a\911tofa~ey.,~r~ ; ~ )r.onroints}v6e~debilte:is '.\::; :. 
. encourage(/.~Constantly"purs'-!i!)g r;irogress andhig t,!:tinJ..<i(l9, teams-work together to:fi,nd •, -· 

. creative solutions tlirou ' r technologies;•ideas.or wawof .working'.'lndivJclual s"tren~hs .,; 
. . and differences "ar· - .,, ged td pr&fuce· Improved outcohles°.f-' '.~ . ·,, =?. :"; , .; , '· • ''' :,,; 

. . . . ·•· ·, , . 2ft ;:~t:!~)rJ\,;:;iiZit! ,;,.:2~:.e~' . -, ;~it;,:' . ' . , -·~ .. ·· .. 

~:t:$}' . : ·. 
· ·•.1~ 'f}~ EAR, 
·. -~ -·\ ±~-/ , ~; ·. ~:t·*if ;,·):~: ?:·I t;:~;Ii~~~ 
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Leadersh ip Re.viei.¥s 
Annual Leadership R~views :evaluate -~t; ta~nt to ensu;e that 
the right people are in the .right roles-to drive organizational 
effectiveness. Succession plans are_ !)'eated to develop our 
bench talent High potential and cri~ al employees are · · 
highlighted to increase exposure, exptore potential next moves 
and ensure each is challenged and .recognized appropriately.
Talent actions _oind organizatlonai 'chang~ ire proposed to . . 
i:lrive strategic .o6jectiyes-and corporate goals,-:._; 



PER_Fo-·RMANCE. M,ANAG.E.M:EN-T 
a EDUCATIONAL :· p.RQGRAMS:"_:-
Lear has a proud history of delivering results. At Lear. we utilize 
Scorecards and Talking Points to align employee performance 
with our business goals and provide feedback and coaching 
to ensure we are all Getting Results the Right Way. In addition, 
Lear provides our team members with a variety of education 
and training opportunities to strengthen their skills and help 
them achieve their career goals. 

Talking Points 
Talking Points are quarterly conversations between employees 
and their managers. They provide an opportunity for a . : · 
meaningful dialogue about results. priorities and career 
development. This review process is completely separate : , 
from compensation decisions and f9cuses_.on real feedback · 
about results, growth and develoi?ment ; ' ti. • < · 

. . ·. · ·. . . t' ' -':. ~d::X/' > .. : 

Scorecards 
Scorecards are a key element of performance management-at Lear. This cascading process ensures. 
a clear set of strategic priorities are_ set and communicated across the ·organization. By allowing 

. teams_to fully align to key prioritiE!S, everyone understands the key outcomes and metrics for their 
role and how they contr_ibute to. the 5Jtategy. _ . ·· __ · . 

. .. . '';t :•; ., 

-. Educatror1al "Progr.ams _;, ... . 

. Lea; -Corp~rati~~ is, ~~m~~ed;~o (rj~;i~1\ n: the growth ~~-~ii~~~j f t ut tea~ ~embe~t :~e-
offer tuition (e[mbtJis~merii:·and appr~nticeship prograrris,acr~ thi(~be. Lear11as established a. · 

·-. cor.eorate poli_cy; iind -ea0 0f our..!o~tions _haye pl_ant:poljdes_. Lear. ls~pfou~ of.~hese pr9grains ai.td ,, 
_ t he _1:pwa_rc! m,o~dfo/. th~y .~r?v1cJe:-to ~u.r.emp]oyees..:Many of.our,~u.rty. emptoyees have progressed · 
_ 'fr9£11 t~es~pP.1t\,~or to~~1t1ons;9t.(~~~e'.s larit _. 'o/: _.. ,. · ·'~}~ 
'};:; :\i -., . --, .. ,, ,::;j;;J 1; 



KLAUS RAHM MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Lear awards the Klaus Rahm Memorial Scholarship to select employees based 
on their performance, dedication and leadership potential. The scholarship 
provides the opportunity for nominated employees to attend the Eli Broad 
College of Business MBA program at Michigan State University with Lear's 
financial assistance. It is a great honor to participate in this prestigious program. 

The scholarship was created and named in honor of Klaus Rahm, a former Lear 
executive who passed away in 2003. Klaus demonstrated perseveran(ewhile 
attending the MBA program, made even more challenging since English was not 
his native language. His commitment to excellence paid off. Not only did Klaus · 
complete the program, but he graduated at the very top of his dass. Klaus was 
a dedicated Lear employee for over ten years, serving as Plant Manager, Platform 
Director and Director of Quality. He was a role model who led with courage . 
and determinat ion, inspiring all those who knew him:Lear- is proud to offer 
this scholarship in his memory. 
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SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
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Water CO<\Sumptfon is minimal wfthln our «ganiutfon and Is limited to consump
tion by our cmployc:cs within our direct operatfom. Due to the cte minlmis nature 
within our organization, asso~ted metrics have been omitted from this report. 

! 
~1 

We expect our suppliers to share our commitment to environmental compflancej 
and sustainability, as outtined in our Global Req-uiremenu Manual f<>< Suppllett. 

and Supplier Su-staln.abillty Polky. Active saeenin.g of conformance is not currently 
conducted . 
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, w~ do not Q,mentlt pub!idy report metriu related to our new employee hires ~md t 
j employee turnover. We look forward to improving how 1NC repon this information ' 

In future years. 
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LEAR'S DATA MANAGEMENT 
AND INTEGRITY PLATFORMS 
Back to Environmental Stewardship for Our Planet 
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CDP SC-ORE REPORTS 
Back to Environmental Goals 
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I cL1MAT.~<GHAN.~1t io1a 
\ CDP SC'ORE.REP.Q~T 
j O'f(;RVIEW COMP.ANYPROAL:E: 

i Tflll.COPSc,m,-Repoita/JOWS · 
' ,ccm;jan1&i.to·6entlimii,rf(,a'n;icomgm .Le<1r 

m.ir,p.,pgress•l.awarr;Js·.,,,v/rOf(~W· Region· Noi1hArnenca 
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OVERVIEW· 
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copyw1fle CDPScore Repotf.. 
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Lear 
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GLOBAL EHS CULTURE MODEL 
Back to Our People and Culture 
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EXHIBITC 

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics 

[ see attached] 
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A Message from Ray Scott 

everyONE@· 
LEAR acts with integrity. 

OW-'L 

At Lear, we have a long-standing commitment to conduct our business 
with integrity and in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. A 
commitment to integr_ity is critical to how we conduct business and maintain 
our outstanding reputation in the communities in which we do business. We 
all need to understand our responsibilities and ensure we are meeting them. 

I ask each of you to join me in making a commitment to comply with our 
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and to always demonstrate the highest 
standards of integrity and ethical conduct in all business activities. These 
standards are dearly explained in Lear Corporation's Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics. 

Your responsibilities under the Code include: 
- Understand the standards contained in the Code 
- Comply with all standards contained in the Code 
- Notify the Company if you believe a violation of the law or standards 

has occurred 

It is my hope that the Code will reinforce the importance of compliance and 
ethics issues and provide guidance to help make better ethical decisions 
each and every day. Strict compliance with the Code is required by all 
employees. Those who violate the standards of the Code will be subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. 

Sincerely, 
Ray Scott 
President and CEO 



Company ~verview 
Lear was founded in 1917 in Detroit as American Metal 
Products, a manufacturer of seat ing assemblies and other 
components for the automotive and aircraft industries. Lear 
completed an initial public offering in 1994 and developed into 
a global supplier through organic growth and a series of 
acquisitions. 

Lear is a leading Tier 1 supplier of two critical systems to the 
global automotive industry- Seating and Electrical Power 
Management Systems. We supply our products to virtually 
every major automaker in the world, and Lear content can be 
found on more than 300 vehicle nameplates worldwide. 

The Lear team is driven to succeed by an unrelenting focus 
on serving our customers and maintaining excellence in all 
of our operations globally. 

Wuhan Metal Plant, China 

Global Headquarters, United States 

Navegantes Electrical Plant, Brazil 

everyONE@. 
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Vision and Mission Statement 
VISION 
To consistently be recognized as: 

A Supplier of choice 

• An Employer of choice 

• The Investment of choice; and 

• A Company that supports the communities where we do business 

MISSION 
Exceed our customers' needs and expectations by: 

delivering the highest quality products and services 

providing low-cost and high-value added solutions 

continually improving our operating efficiency 

• conducting our business with integrity 

Provide our employees, our most valuable resource, with an environment that: 

treats all individuals with dignity and respect 

• allows everyone to reach their full potential 

encourages inclusion and active participation 

• nurtures the "can-do" spirit of the Lear team 

Maximize value for our shareholders 
Treat our customers and suppliers with respect and foster mutually beneficial 
relationships 

Support the communities where we do business and protect the environment 

everyONE@. 
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Introduction to Our Code 
WHY DO WE HAVE A CODE? 
Lear's Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (the "Code") is 
the foundation of our commitment to act with integrity and in 
compliance with the laws and regulations that apply to our 
worldwide operations. It is designed to assist you in 
recognizing and dealing with ethical issues and guide you 
to the right course of action. 

While the Code sets forth general guidelines of business 
practices and procedures, it does not purport to capture every 
law or policy that applies to each of us. We are responsible 
for knowing the laws and regulations of the jurisdictions in 
which we operate and for understanding the basic principles 
of the Code and conducting ourselves accordingly. 

WHO MUST FOLLOW OUR CODE? 

All employees, officers, directors or agents of Lear 
Corporation ("Lear"), or its subsidiaries and/or controlled 
affiliates, (individually, a "Company" and collectively 
"Companies") and any other person or entity acting on behalf 
of the Companies (collectively referred to as "employees" in 
this Code), must know and comply with all of the Company 
policies and legal requirements as it relates to your job. As a 
global business, we are subject to the laws and regulations of 
all the countries in which we operate, and each of us has a 
responsibility to know and follow the local laws that apply. In 
cases where local laws differ from our Code, you are 
encouraged to ask for guidance from Corporate Compliance 
or the Legal Department. 

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO IF YOU KNOW OR SUSPECT 
A VIOLATION OF OUR CODE? 

All Employees have an obligation to report any potential or suspected 
violation of the Code. Please refer to Lear's Complaint Reporting 
Policy for guidance on how to make a report. 

Lear does not tolerate retaliation against any Employee who reports 
a complaint in good faith. Any Employee who retaliates against 
someone who has reported a Complaint in good faith, or made a 
statement in good faith in a complaint investigation process, is subject 
to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment. 
Should you or any Employee feel you have experienced retaliation, 
please refer to the Company's Anti-Retaliation Policy for guidance . . 

evecy:ONE@i 
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Compliance with Laws and Regulations 
As an international company with relationships in many countries 
arour:id the world, Lear is committed to maintaining high standards 
of business conduct in all regions in which Lear operates. We 
expect all Employees to conduct our business in accordance with 
applicable laws, rules and regulations and in an ethical manner. 
Obeying the law, both in letter and in spirit, is the foundation on 
which our ethical standards are built. You must respect and obey 
the laws of the cities, states and countries in which the Companies 
operate. Although you are not expected to know the details of all 
applicable laws, it is important to know enough to determine when 
to seek advice from your supervisor, Human Resource 
representative or other appropriate department. All transactions 
between Lear and any of its subsidiaries, or between subsidiaries, 
must meet all applicable legal requirements. Violations of these 
laws can result in substantial fines, imprisonment and severe 
restrictions on the Company's ability to do business. 

If a law conflicts with a policy in this Code, you must comply with 
the law; however, if a local custom or practice conflicts with this 
Code, you must comply with this Code. If you have any questions 
about potential conflicts, please seek assistance from your 
supervisor or other appropriate Lear personnel. Any questions 
regarding applicable legal requirements should be referred to the 
Legal Department. 

The U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) prohibits giving 
anything of value, directly or indirectly, to officials of foreign 
governments or foreign political candidates in order to obtain 
or retain business. Lear strictly prohibits the making of illegal 
payments to government officials. The Act applies to all United 
States organizations, public or private, regardless of where they 
operate, and any entity, including a foreign person or firm, found in 
violation of the FCPA in the United States. Any entity may be held 
liable under the FCPA for the improper activities of its foreign 
subsidiaries and controlled affiliates if the entity authorized or 
participated in the illegal conduct. 

In addition, governments in regions in which the Companies 
operate have a number of additional laws and regulations regarding 
business gratuities to United States government personnel. The 
promise, offer or delivery to an official or employee of the United 
States government of a gift, favor or other gratuity in violation of 
these rules would not only violate Lear policy but may also be a 
criminal offense. Many state and local governments, as well as 
foreign governments, have similar rules. 

everyONE@. 

The United Kingdom Bribery Act (UK Bribery Act) prohibits 
anything of value being paid to any person, not just foreign 
government officials, to induce them to act improperly. Facilitating 
payments are prohibited under this Act. "Facilitating payments" are 
defined as payments made to a government official to facilitate 
approval of some type of business transaction or activity. The UK 
Bribery Act applies to UK citizens, residents and companies 
established under UK law. In addition, non-UK companies can be 
held liable for a failure to prevent bribery if they do business in the 
UK. 
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Reporting Concerns 
Integrity is at the core of Lear's identity and reputation, and we are 
all responsible for performing with integrity in everything we do. 
We are also responsible for raising concerns about risks to the 
Company - ideally, before these risks become actual problems. 

As part of Lear's ongoing commitment to conduct business with 
integrity and compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, 
Lear implemented a Compliance and Ethics Line to allow for 
anonymous reporting. This toll-free, local phone number allows 
any Employee to call 24 hours a day, any day of the week, and 
speak with a third party in his or her local language. The purpose 
of the Compliance and Ethics line is to solicit Compliance and 
Ethics concerns related to potential violations of our Code of 
Business Conduct and Ethics and/or potential violations of . 
applicable laws and regulations. We encourage you to review and 
familiarize yourself with the Complaint Reporting Policy and 
immediately report a concern if you suspect a violation. 

At Lear, many options exist for reporting compliance issues. While 
we hope that Employees feel comfortab_le discussing any matter 
with his or her manager(s), there may be times when Employees 
prefer to use another alternative for addressing Compliance and 
Ethics issues. In these cases, an Employee may use one of the 
following to report his or her concern: 

Anti-Retaliation 
No one who reports a Compliance and Ethics issue in good 
faith shall suffer harassment, retaliation or adverse 
employment consequence as a result of reporting the 
issue. This includes any attempt to prevent an employee 
from reporting a concern or participating in an investigation. 

Lear will not tolerate retaliation against anyone 
who in good faith raises a concern, reports 
misconduct or participates in an investigation. 

You are required to strictly adhere to the Company's 
Anti-Retaliation Policy to encourage: 

• The reporting of any suspected illegal or unethical 
behavior 

• The full cooperation and participation in the 
investigation of any reported concern 

• Full compliance with the Code and all applicable 
laws and regulations 

Compliance and Ethics Line - Reports can.be made anonymously, toll-free, in your local language 
Online Lear Complaint Web Form - Reports can be made anonymously, online, in your local language 
Mailing-details to the Chief Compliance Officer at Lear Corporation, 21557 Telegraph Rd, Southfield, Ml 48033 
Email - Lear Compliance at Compljance@lear.com 
Calling - Lear's Chief Compliance Officer or General Counsel at 248-447-1500 

everyONE.@ 
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Conflict of Interest 
All Employees are expected to avoid engaging in activities that 
conflict with, or have the appearance of conflicting with, the · 
best interests of the Company and its shareholders. A conflict 
situation can arise when an employee takes actions or has 
interests that may make it difficult for the individual to perform 
work for the Company objectively and effectively. 

Examples of potential conflicts of interest include: 

• An Employee, or immediate family member, which includes 
your spouse (even if he or she does not live with you);. 
parents and stepparents; children and stepchildren; 
siblings; mothers and fathers-in-law; sons and daughters
in-law; and brothers and sisters-in-law and any other 
person (other than tenants or employees) sharing your 
household , receives improper personal benefrts as a result 
of such individual's position in or relationship to the 
Company 

• Loans to an Employee and/or his or her immediate family 
members by a supplier or customer of the Company 

• An Employee works simultaneously as an employee of 
a competitor, customer or supplier of the Company 

• An Employee works for a competitor as a consultant or 
board member (or in an equivalent position) 

• An Employee attempts to influence the selection of a 
particular vendor or supplier where a family member has 
a financial interest in such vendor or supplier 

Conflicts of interest are not always apparent. You should 
consult with your supervisor, local Human Resource 
representative, Corporate Compliance or the Legal 
Department if there is any question about a potential · 
conflict. Prompt and full disclosure is always the 
appropriate first step to~rds identifying and resolving 
any· potential conflict of interest problem. If you become 
aware of an actual or potential conflict of interest, you 
should bring it to the attention of your supervisor and 
Corporate Compliance or the Legal Department. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

Q: My spouse works in the Sales 
department of one of Lear's suppliers. 
Do I needtoreportthisto my 
supervisor? 

A: Yes, if you are in a position that would 
influence the business Lear directs to 
this supplier. In most cases no 
additional action is required by the 
employee or the Company to avoid the 
appearance of a. conflict. 
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Gifts and Entertainment 
Gifts and ente~ainment in a business environment may 
sometimes be appropriate to promote good working 
relationships. However, you cannot give or accept gifts, 
credits, payments, services, excessive entertainment or 
anything else of value from an actual or potential competitor, 
supplier or customer unless such gift is in compliance with 
Lear's Global Gifts and Entertainment Policy. 

If you have any questions about a gift given or received, you 
are encouraged to refer to the Global Gifts and Entertainment 
Policy which describes, in detail, Lear's guidelines and 
procedures on the giving, accepting and reporting of gifts 
and entertainment. Further, gifts given or accepted and 
entertainment accepted should be.logged in the Gifts and 
Entertainment Log. 

The key provisions of this Policy are: 

• Cash gifts are prohibited 
• Gifts cannot exceed USO $50 or a comparable value 

in your local currency, per person, per occasion 
• The appropriateness of giving or receiving 

entertainment must be approved in advance by your 
divisional or functional Leadership 

• Under no circumstances should any gift or 
entertainment given or received violate this Code 
or applicable laws and regulations 

• All Gifts and Entertainment to any government official 
must be pre-approved by the Legal Department 

While the Global Gifts and Entertainment Policy is 
intended to provide guidance on the giving, accepting 
and reporting of gifts and entertainment, it cannot 
specifically address all possible situations. Always 
consider the context, nature and intent of the gift or 
entertainment when determining what is appropriate, 
reasonable and justified. 

. everyONE@. 
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Political Contributions 
No Employee may make any political contribution of any kind in 
the name of the Company or by utilizing Lear funds, assets, 
services or facilities. Furthermore, you cannot require, nor 
should you request. a supplier or vendor of Lear to make a 
political contribution of any kind as a condition of doing 
business with the Company. As an Employee, you are free to 
make a personal political contribution or engage in personal 
political activities so long as such contributions or activities are 
lawful, do not interfere with your work responsibilities or give 
the appearance of a conflict of interest 

everyONE@ 

Corporate Opportunities 
No Employee may use Company assets, property, information, 
or position for improper personal gain, including the gain of 
family members or friends. We all owe a duty to the Company 
to advance the Company's legitimate interests whenever the 
opportunity to do so arises. 
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Insider Trading 
Insider trading, insider dealing and stock tipping are criminal 
offenses in most countries where the Company does business. 
Insider trading or dealing means personally buying or selling 
securities of any company while in possession of material, non
public information about the company. Stock tipping means 
disclosing inside information about a company to a family 
member or friend, to enable the person to buy or sell securities 
of the company on the basis of such information. 

If you become aware of material information about Lear or any 
other company which has been available to the public for less 
than two (2) full business days (the timing of which may vary by 
j urisdiction), you are prohibited by law as well as by Company 
policy from (a) using that information for securities trading 
purposes or for any other purpose except for use in the regular 
conduct of Lear's business, (b) directly or indirectly disclosing 
such information to any other persons (including family members 
or friends) so that they may use that information for securities 
trading purposes or for any other purpose, or (c) recommending 
or suggesting that anyone else buy, sell or retain securities of 
Lear or any other company. 

Each Employee of Lear is expected to 
comply w ith applicable securities laws. 
Ignorance of the law is not a defense. 

everyONE@. 

It is difficult to describe exhaustively what constitutes "materiar 
information but you should assume that any information, positive 
or negative, which might be of significance or important to an 
investor in determining whether to purchase, sell or hold a security 
would be material. Information may be significant for this purpose 
even if it would not alone determine the investor's decision. 
You should consult with the Legal Department should you have 
questions. We emphasize that the following list is merely 
illustrative. 

Examples of Material Information may include: 
• Company earnings 
• Significant gains or losses 
• Potential business acquisition, merger or disposition 

Internal financial information 
• The win or loss of a major contract 

· • New product innovations 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

Q: ram aware ofa deal thatLearWill soon ~ anhouricin!:J,} 
I tell my friend about it and she buys stock based•gn ,,;,,;, 
this information. Is this qonsidered insiderlrac:Hrig,J};Ltj 

· A: Yes, the rules .on "inside" informationapplyif.y6~~~y1fj} 
or seU sfock 9r if you proyide informatiqn tc., s<>meonef?i, 
who buys or seUs stock. This wou 1.d be a viol~tign gf·f. i 
federal securities laws arid both of you couldfbe. · ·· j 
charg~d; · } 
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Competition and Antitrust 
Competition and Antitrust laws protect free enterprise and 
encourage fair and honest competition. At Lear. we seek 
competitive advantages through superior performance, never 
through unethical or illegal practices. Stealing or illegally 
appropriating proprietary information or inducing disclosures by 
past or present employees of other companies is prohibited. If you 
improperly obtain proprietary information from competitors. 
suppliers or other third parties, you should treat that information as 
confidential and not use it for improper business purposes. In 
addition, you should promptly report the situation to the Legal 
Department. 

You are expected to comply with applicable domestic and 
international antitrust and competition laws. Engaging in, 
conspiring to or agreeing to do any of the following actions may be 
prohibited: 

• Price Fixing - communicating with competitor(s) regarding 
prices, terms or conditions of sale, output or production 

Bid Rigging - agreeing with competitor(s) regarding bids to 
be submitted 

Group Boycott - agreeing with competitor(s) not to deal with 
vendors or distributors, other competitors or customers 

Territory or Customer Allocation - agreeing with competitor(s) 
to split territories or customers 

Bribes or Kickbacks - offering to pay bribes or kickbacks in an 
attemptto do any of the above 

The above list is not intended to be exhaustive but, rather, an 
illustration of certain types of conduct that constitute illegal 
antitrust behavior. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

. Q: Vllhafiflmetat up with a<compe.titorata ccmferenceancj_ 
we discuss whatwe.believe would be a fairmarket price 
for. a part we both supply. ••· Neither one · of us put · · · 

. anything in writing, would this be a Co!llpiWtion 
concern? 

A: Yes, it would be a concern and you should .immediately · 
share your discussion with the legal department. 
"Agreeing" includes stated.or implied, formal .or 
informal, oral or written understandings. 

everyONE@.· 
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Exporting and Prohibited Transactions 
Any activity that involves exporting commodities or 
transmitting technical data or software to another country 
may require a valid export license. An "exportn is defined as 
any method of conveying products or data to foreign 
individuals or companies, verbally or in writing, including with 
respect to sales, training and consulting and product 
promotion. Regardless of the country in which you are 
working, the United States Export Control Regulations apply 
to the following: 

• Direct exports from the United States 
• Re-exports of certain United States-origin commodities 
and technical data from countries outside the United 
States to third countries 

• United States-origin parts and components used in the 
manufacture of a non-United States end-product for 
export or re-export 

• Non-United States produced direct products that result 
from United States-origin technical data 

A valid license may be needed even if a product is freely 
available in the United States or if technical data or software is 
not proprietary. 

Various countries worldwide, as well as the European Union, 
maintain strict embargoes prohibiting, and lesser sanctions 
limiting, commercial transactions with specified countries, 
business entities, organizations and individuals. There are 
various embargo laws that place restrictions on trading with 
certain countries. It is your responsibility to ensure that we 
are not violating any of these laws or restrictions. 

every()NE@ . 

In the European Unibn these regulations and their 
application to foreign subsidiaries vary depending on the 
entity involved and the type of transaction. Their application 
is not limited to high technology trade but can extend to all 
types of transactions with listed countries, entities and 
individuals. · 

If you become aware of possible violations of applicable 
export control or embargo laws or have a concern regarding 
a particular country, individual or organization with which the 
Company is conducting business, you should seek advice 
from the Legal Department. 
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Confidential and Proprietary Information 
During your employment with Lear, you may obtain confidential 
and/or proprietary information about the Company, its customers 
or suppliers. 

Confidential information includes, without.limitation, all non
public information such as: 

• Financial Results ·• Commodity price forecasts 
• Prospects • Potential corporate transactions 
• Agreements • Commercial terms and conditions 

Proprietary information, which includes know-how and other 
intellectual property, business, sales, marketing and service 
plans, engineering and manufacturing ideas and practices, 
designs, databases, records, salary and other compensation and 
benefit information, as well as any unpublished financial data 
and reports, must be protected from unauthorized use or 
disclosure. Unauthorized use or disclosure of Lear's proprietary 
information may be illegal and could result in the imposition of 
civil or criminal penalties. 

It is the responsibility of every Employee during and subsequent 
to their employment period to protect and not disclose 
confidential information except when disclosure is authorized by 
the Company or legally required. You should not discuss 
internal Company matters or developments with anyone outside 
of the Company except as required in the performance of your · 
regular Company duties or under applicable laws. Employees 
are encouraged to review the Company's Regulation FD 
Disclosure Policy for more details regarding the protection of the 
Company's information. 

everyONE@ 

This prohibition applies specifically (but not exclusively) to inquiries 
about the Company which may be made by: 

• The media 
• Investors 

• Potential investors 

• Financial analysts 

We must always respect and protect the information of our 
customers, suppliers and other Employees with the same level of 
care that the Company take to ensure the confidentiality of its own 
proprietary information. 

Failure to follow these procedures could result in severe penalties 
to both the Employee involved and Lear. Unless you are expressly 
authorized to make a comment, all inquiries of this nature should be 
referred to our Investor Relations and Communications Department 
at Lear Corporation, 21557 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Michigan, 
48033 or by telephone at (248) 447-1500. 
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Protection and Proper Use of Company Assets 
You have an obligation to protect the Company's assets and 
ensure their efficient use. Company assets should be used for 
legitimate business purposes although reasonable personal use 
may be permitted. Company assets include both tangible 
assets, such as office equipment, telephone and copy machines 
and intangible assets, such as intellectual property, trademarks, 
patents and trade secrets. 

Employees are provided with computers, electronic resources 
and other equipment to do their jobs. Lear's electronic and 
computing resources are Lear's property and should primarily be 
used for Company purposes. Equipment such as computers 
and other electronic media must not be used for unlawful 
purposes or for accessing or distributing pornographic or illegal 
materials or other materials that might create a hostile work 
environment for others. 

Accordingly, any suspected incident offraud, theft, waste or 
misuse of the Company's assets should be immediately reported 
as described in Lear's Complaint ~eporting Policy. · 

every()NE@. 
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Information Technology Compliance and Security 

General 
Engaging in activity that might be harmful to Lear assets or resources 
is prohibited. 
Ethical and legal use of Lear-provided internet access is required. 
Do not use public internet email seNices (e.g., Gmail, Yahoo, etc.) for 
sensitive Lear communications. 
The use of Lear email systems to transmit any message or 
attachment whose content violates any Lear policy, local, state or 
country laws or regulations is prohibited. 
Do not use email as a replacement for file transfer utilities. 
File transfers must take into consideration the 'Confidential and 
Proprietary Information' section of the Code of Business Conduct and 
Ethics. 
Critical, important, or sensitive data files must be stored using 
Corporate IT approved seNices. · 

Computing Device Security (mobile phone, laptop, desktop, storage, 
etc.) 

Computing devices must be secured to prevent loss of the equipment 
and the sensitive information contained within. 
Users must lock their computing device display or logout when leaving 
it unattended. 

User Credentials 
Users will be held accountable for actions performed under the user 
ID/account assigned to them. 
Using another person's name, password, files. data or otherwise 
misrepresenting personal identity is prohibited. 
User passwords must be kept confidential. 
Passwords must be changed immediately when directed to do so by a 
security administrator or if it is suspected that the password has been 
compromised. 

everyONE@. 

Software Management 
• Software installed on Lear assets must be properly approved as 

communicated in the Global Software Llsl. 
• Compliance with copyright & software licensing laws is required. 

Personally-owned software shall not be installed on company-owned 
computers. 

Virus Protection/Patches 
• Users must not bypass or disable information security measures. 

Users must restart their computer at least one time per month to ensure 
that security patches are installed. 

• Computing devices remotely connected to the Lear network must 
operate with up-to-date anti-virus and patches. 

Monitoring 
• To the extent permitted by local, state or country laws and regulations, 

communications and activities on Lear-owned systems, equipment and 
devices can be monitored. 
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Accurate Business and Financial Records 
Accurate business and financial records are critical to meeting 
our financial, legal and business obligations. The Company's 
financial books, records, accounts and financial statements 
must be timely maintained in reasonable detail and must 
completely and accurately reflect the Company's assets, 
liabilities and transactions, conforming to applicable legal 
requirements, financial policies and procedures of the 
Company's internal controls systems and generally accepted 
accounting principles. These business and financial records 
not only include financial statements and accounts but also 
other records such as time reports, expense reports and claim 
forms. All of us, not just Lear's accounting and finance 
personnel, are responsible for ensuring accurate and complete 
business and financial records. No transaction may be carried 
out in a manner such that the substance of the transaction is 
obscured or recorded improperly. 

We have a responsibility to maintain the accuracy of the 
Company's records. False or misleading information should 
never be provided to any department. If an Employee has any 
concerns with accounting or auditing matters, such as 
inaccurate, false or misleading information, the Employee 
should promptly report them according to the Company's 
Complaint Reporting Policy. 

ever.y,ONE@. 
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Examples of inaccuracies include: 

Exaggeration of financial transactions 
Guesswork 
Improper characterizations of people, events and 
companies 

This prohibition applies to, but is not limited to, e-mail, electronic 
media , internal memoranda, formal reports as well as business 
letters. E-mail systems and information technology systems 
provided by Lear should be used only to advance the Company's 
legitimate business purposes. 

Records should always be retained or destroyed according to 
the Company's Record Management Policy. Under no 
circumstance should records be destroyed that relate to an 
existing dispute or investigation, unless directed by the Legal 
Department. 



,, 
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Environmental, Health and Safety 
Lear is committed to complying with all applicable environmental 
legal requirements and protecting the environment. Employees 
are expected to comply with all applicable environmental legal 
requirements and report any incidents or conditions that might 
result in a violation of law or Company policy. Employees are 
also encouraged to support environmental programs in 
communities where we do business. 

The Company strives to provide each Employee with a safe and 
healthful work environment. Each Employee has responsibility 
for maintaining a safe and healthy workplace for all Employees 
by following health and_ safety rules and practices and reporting 
accidents, injuries and unsafe equipment, practices or 
conditions as stated in the Company's Environmental, Health 
and Safety Policy. 

Violence or threatening behavior is not permitted under any 
circumstances in the workplace. Employees should report to 
work in condition to perform their duties and must be free from 
the influence of illegal drugs and alcohol. The use of illegal 
drugs or the misuse of alcohol or legally prescribed drugs in 
the workplace will not be tolerated. 

In addition, Employees are required to adhere to all other health 
and safety policies including the prohibition of weapons on any 
of the Company's premises. Employees can find copies of the 
Company's health and safety policies on Lear's Intranet or can 
obtain a copy from the local Human Resources representative. 

everyONE@. 
LEAR acts with integrity. 
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Sustainability 
Sustainability is widely defined as "meeting the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs." At Lear, this 
means acknowledging that our decisions about what we 
consume, produce and waste has environmental and 
social impacts on today's society, as well as on future 
generations. Lear's sustainability initiative centers 
around finding better and smarter ways of doing things, 
while ensuring the health and vitality of our 
communities. 
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Diversity, Equal Opportunity and Respect 
At Lear our objective is to create and maintain an environment 
that fosters collaboration, interaction, tolerance and respect. We 
believe the best way to deliver the highest quality products and 
services is to cultivate a strong, diverse team made up of the 
best possible employees. We value our diverse experiences, 
backgrounds, ethnicities, cultural orientation and beliefs and 
promote respectful and mutually beneficial relationships with 
customers, suppliers, employees and others. 

The Company has adopted Global Labor Standards which 
prohibits the Company from using any type of forced labor or 
child labor or engaging in abusive or corrupt business practices. 
In addition, the Company's Global Purchasing Terms and 
Conditions prohibit all of its suppliers and their subcontractors 
from using any type of forced labor or child labor or engaging in 
abusive or corrupt business practices for all regions in which 
Lear has operations. 

It is the Company's policy to not interfere with its Employees' 
rights to freedom of association. Further, the Company's posture 
with respect to labor relations is that Employees have the right to 
choose (or not) to affiliate with legally-sanctioned organizations 
without unlawful interference. Where trade unions are present, 
it is the Cqmpany's policy to deal with them fairly and conduct 
negotiations in a purposeful and non-adversarial manner. 

everyONE@ 

We are firmly committed to providing equal opportunity 
in all aspects of employment and will not tolerate any 
discrimination or harassment of any kind as stated in the 
Company's Harassment Free Workplace Policy. 
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Waivers of the Code 
A waiver of compliance with this Code for executive officers or 
directors of the Company may be made only by the Company's 
Board of Directors or a Board committee acting on behalf of the 

, Board and will be promptly disclosed to the extent required by 
law and the listing requirements of the New York Stock 
Exchange. A waiv,er of this Code for all other Employees may 
be made only by the Company's Legal Department. 

everyONE@ 

Compliance Program Monitoring 
The Company monitors and enforces the Code and other policies 
affecting workplace human rights through a compliance program 
that includes oversight by a Compliance Committee that reports 
directly to the Company's Audit Committee of the Board of 
Directors. The Company also regularly assesses the 
effectiveness of its compliance programs. 
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Your Pledge to Do the Right Thing 

evecyONE@ 

20 L~R~with integrity. 
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Lear's Code represents a commitment to doing what is right. 
When you work at or represent Lear you agree to uphold this 
commitment, understand the standards and guidelines that apply 
to your job and always follow them. Employees who fail to follow 
these standards, or who fail to abide with applicable laws, rules 
and regulations in all regions in which Lear operates, put 
themselves and Lear at risk. 
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EXHIBITD 

Global Labor Standards 
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GLOBAL LABOR STANDARDS 

Lear Corporation considers its employees to be its most important resource and is committed 
to treating all employees with dignity and respect. In each location where Lear conducts 
business, it complies with local laws governing the employment relationship . Additionally, 
Lear is committed to recognizing the following human rights and labor principles throughout 
its global organization. 

Child Labor 
The Company does not employ children under the legal age for employment in any location. 

Forced Labor 
The Company believes that all employees should have the right to voluntarily elect whether to be 
employed by the Company. The Company will not use forced or involuntary labor of any kind or 
tolerate physically abusive disciplinary practices. 

Harassment and Discrimination 
The Company is committed to providing all employees with a professional working 
environment which is free from unlawful forms of discrimination and harassment. The 
Company strives to make all employment decisions based on the facts and individual merit. 
See EEO Policy and Harassment Free Workplace Policy. 

Health and Safety 
The Company will provide and maintain for all employees a safe and healthy working 
environment which meets or exceeds applicable local standards for occupational safety and 
health. See Environmental , Health and Safety Policy. 

Corrupt Business Practices 
The Company is committed to conducting business ethically throughout the world. The Company 
prohibits giving or promising to give anything of value to employees or representatives of foreign 
governments or governmental agencies, political parties, political candidates, or customers for the 
purpose of obtaining or retaining business. 

Ray Scott 
President and Chief Executive Officer 



EXHIBITE 

Supplier Sustainability Policy 
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6.0 Supplier Sustainability Policy 
It is Lear's belief that how we operate as a Company, and as individuals, is based on the principle of 
doing the right thing. This leads our customers and business partners to do business with us, our 
shareholders to invest in us, our external stakeholders to respect us, and the best talent to join us in 
working for Lear. 

This Supplier Sustainability Policy identifies the global standards to be followed in your business activities 
on behalf of Lear. Suppliers are expected to share Lear's commitment to these standards. 

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics 
Lear conducts business with integrity and in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 
A commitment to integrity is critical to how we conduct business and maintain our outstanding 
reputation in the communities in which we do business. Suppliers are expected to understand 
and comply with Lear's Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. and demonstrate the highest 
standard of integrity and ethical conduct in all business activities. 

Legal Compliance 
Lear is committed to complying with all applicable legal requirements. Suppliers are expected to 
comply with all applicable legal requirements and prevent incidents or conditions that might result 
in a violation of law. All purchased materials used in manufacture of goods shall satisfy current 
governmental and safety constraints on restricted, toxic and hazardous materials as well as 
environmental, electrical and electromagnetic considerations applicable to the country of 
manufacture and sale. All suppliers must be in compliance with ISO14001, IATF 16949 and ELV 
(End-of-Life) Directive, or their successors, as amended from time to time. 

Human Rights 
Lear is committed to recognizing human rights and labor principles throughout its global 
organization and supply chain. Lear considers employees to be one of the most important 
resources and is committed to the treatment of all employees with dignity and respect. All 
suppliers are required to comply with local laws governing the employment relationship. 

Child Labor 
Lear's suppliers will not use child labor. The term child refers to children under the legal age for 
employment in any location. 

Forced Labor, Human Trafficking 
Lear believes that all employees should have the right to voluntarily elect whether to be employed 
by the supplier. The supplier will not use forced or involuntary labor of any kind or tolerate 
physically abusive disciplinary practices. 

Wages and Hours, Working Conditions 
Suppliers must comply with all applicable wage and hour laws, including minimum wage, 
overtime, maximum hour rules, meal and rest periods, and to provide legally mandated benefits. 
Where local industry standards exceed applicable legal requirements, suppliers are encouraged 
to provide wages and ensure working conditions that meet the higher local industry standards. 

Coercion, Harassment and Discipline 
Lear expects its suppliers to treat their employees with dignity and respect. Suppliers are 
expected to have systems in place to prevent, detect, and resolve unacceptable worker treatment 
such as harassment, inappropriate use of discipline, discrimination, physical or mental 
punishment, or other forms of intimidation or abuse (e.g., physical abuse, threat of abuse, sexual 
or other harassment, verbal abuse, any type of corporal punishment, or other forms of mental 
and/or physical coercion as a form of discipline). 
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Discrimination 
Lear is committed to providing all employees with a professional working environment which is 
free from unlawful forms of discrimination and harassment. Suppliers must make all employment 
decisions based on the facts and individual merit. Suppliers shall not discriminate in their hiring 
and employment practices (e.g., pay/promotion) and must follow all employment laws. 

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining 
Suppliers must respect their employees' right to choose to join or not to join a trade union, or to 
have recognized employee representation in accordance with local law. Suppliers are expected to 
maintain constructive dialogue and negotiate in good faith with such representatives. Suppliers 
shall not harass, discriminate against, or otherwise penalize workers, worker representatives, or 
trade union members because of their interest and/or membership in, or affiliation with, a trade 
union, or their legitimate trade union activity, in accordance with international labor standards. 

Preventing Bribery and Corruption 
Lear is committed to conducting business ethically throughout the world. Lear prohibits suppliers 
from giving or promising to give anything of value to employees or representatives of foreign 
governments, governmental agencies, political parties, or to political candidates, for the purpose 
of obtaining or retaining business. Suppliers must conduct business with integrity and in full 
compliance with all applicable laws. 

Environmental, Health & Safety 
Lear is committed to complying with all applicable environmental, health and safety legal 
requirements and protecting the environment. Suppliers are expected to comply with all 
applicable environmental, health and safety legal requirements and prevent incidents or 
conditions that might result in a violation of law or otherwise endanger the environment. 

Suppliers must provide each employee with a safe and healthful work environment. Each supplier 
has responsibility for maintaining a safe and healthy workplace for all employees by following 
health and safety rules and practices and reporting accidents, injuries and unsafe equipment, 
practices or conditions as stated in the Environmental, Health and Safety Policy. 

Environmental Sustainability 
Lear adopts the definition for Sustainability as "meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." For Lear, this means 
being aware of our impacts and understanding how these affect the world around us. Our mission 
is to reduce these impacts while increasing the profitability and longevity of our company. 

Lear expects its suppliers to support Lear's sustainability mission by complying with all applicable 
environmental laws, rules and regulations while using resources wisely. Suppliers are expected to 
share Lear's commitments by developing and implementing a sustainability program focused on 
using natural resources responsibly, reducing water usage, reducing waste generation, improving 
energy efficiency and reducing the carbon footprint of their operations. 

Preventing the Flow of Funds to Armed Groups and Conflicts 
Lear strives to use only components with raw materials where extraction, transport, trade, 
processing and export are obtained from validated sources as a matter of principle, wherever 
practicable. We ask our suppliers to source responsibly and endeavor to understand that 
sourcing of their materials neither directly nor indirectly provides funding to conflicts and human 
rights abuses. Further, compliance with conflict minerals requirements is outlined in the Lear 
Conflict Minerals Sourcing Policy. 

Animal Welfare 
Lear upholds the highest standards for ethical behavior. With respect to animal welfare, we 
require compliance with all legal requirements and, as applicable, we expect our suppliers to 
implement industry-best policies and practices related to the ethical treatment of animals. Lear 
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commits to a belief in the humane treatment of animals, including freedom from thirst and hunger, 
freedom from discomfort, pain, injury and disease, freedom to express normal behavior, and 
freedom from fear and distress. 

Implementation of Sustainability Standards in the Supply Chain 
Lear expects its suppliers and all subcontractors to abide by the requirements of this Supplier 
Sustainability Policy, including identifying risks within their supply chains and taking appropriate 
measures to address them. 

Right to Audit and Ensure Compliance 
Lear reserves the right to conduct audits to ensure compliance with these requirements and also 
reserves the right to take appropriate measures, including discontinuing any relationship with a 
supplier should the supplier violate, fail to correct, or have a pattern of violating this Policy. 
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